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Abstract !

I

The purpose of this study is to investigate the -g
flow of nonsymbplic auditory information in humans. To .1
achieve this goal the observer adjusts the loudness of a 
Gaussian noise Ĝl\!) signal to match the perceived intensity 
of an elactrodermal stimulus (EDS)., a cross-modality 
matching task. The loudness of the GN and the voltage of 
the EDS were maintained within the Observer's (O's) 
sensory probabilistic zone. The sensory probabilistic 
zone is a range of stimulus intensity from somewhere above 
"no detection" to "100*?̂  detection". ’ The independent 
variable is a binary condition in that it consisted of 
catch trials of the time and the remaining time of an
EDS at ^  given intensity (previously determined at an 
intensity that elicited a response 50^ of the time).
Consequently, the O's adjustment of the GN reflected his 
decision-making processes, analysed by signal detection 
theory and cybernetics.

Experiment one demonstrated that neither practice 
nor the experimenter influenced the O's performance. Also, 
there are no residual carry-over effects. The 0 has 
difficulty assigning relative value to the auditory signals 
and has little or no difficulty in combining, organizing 
or co-ordinating the auditory information. The second 
experiment demonstrated that the O's difficulty in assign
ing relative value to the signals is due. to a short memory 
retention of the nonsymbolic auditory signals ^half-life 
of less than a second). However, verbal confidence ratings 
(VCRs) add persistency to the auditory memory (echoic 
memory), its half-life is extended to about 3.1 seconds.
The VCR has a half-life of about four seconds. Experiment 
three demonstrated that nonsymbolic auditory information 
processing is not affected by interfering signals.

From a cybernetic model of the results it is con
cluded that nonsymbolic auditory information is processed 
by a filtered, single channel, series processor. Persist
ency is added to the system's memory component by an 
interaction between the auditory (echoic) memory and the 
conceptual symbolic system (VCR)#
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The purpose of this study is to investigate the

human beings derive their decisions* The decisions were 

analyzed by probability theory. The subsequent knowledge 

of the synthesis of auditory information within the human 

being was then shown as a diagram. The rest of chapter 

one will expand and clarify this paragraph*

The term perception usually refers to the way one 

comes to know the world or the way one experiences the 

world of objects and events. The mechanism of perceiving 

has been of interest to man since his origin. Today 

every investigator has his own theoretical concept of 

perception.

Most investigators (Chaplin and Krawiec, 1958) 

accept four fundamental assumptions comprising (1 ) natural 

monism, (2) mechanism, (3) operationism, .(4) determinism.

■ 1  
' ̂

ÿ
Chapter 1 J

Introduction

flow of auditory information in the human being. This

study could lead to the continued use of man as the

supreme decision-maker by supplementing his deficiencies #
■ I

and harnessing his proficiencies. To achieve this goal, 4]

a simple auditory stimulus, unrelated to any previous ÿ

learning, was varied with the aim of determining how

J
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In this investigation the first three are adopted but for 

the fourth, determinism, Brunswik’s (1950) theory of 

probabilistic functionalism is substituted. Brunswik's

theory will be briefly described.

Probabilistic Functionalism

Brunswik (1955) based the concept of statistical 

uncertainty in the prediction of behaviour upon the 

assertion of a fundamental discrepancy between perception 

and behaviour. In the functionalist tradition, the 

theory stresses the achievement of the organism in 

adjusting to the environment and the processes involved.

A percept is regarded as an inference about the world 

reached on the basis of cues from the environment.

Brunswik felt that even if we could know everything about 

the stimulus conditions existing in the world and every

thing about the observer’s responses, a perfect prediction 

about perception could still not be made. One can 

predict perception from behaviour or behaviour from 

perception with only a certain probability of correctness. 

It is, according to Brunswik, theoretically impossible to 

have strict laws of perception corresponding to Newtonian 

laws of physics.

The basic reason for the probabilistic character 

inherent in perception is that the observer is forced to 

reconstruct the external world on the basis of information 

reaching the sense organs. Bodily changes and changes
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in the environment prevent the reconstruction from ever

being perfectly related to the objects in the environment* %
■ fThus the observer is perpetually in the process of making

guesses or bets on the basis of uncertain information 

i.e., decision making.

Brunswik ' s probabilistic functionalism provides 

the philosophical framework for this investigation and l!:

topics such as statistical decision making, information 

processing, and cybernetics are compatible within this I
framework. "It is of utmost significance that in a

1number of specific instances cyberneticists have trans

gressed the limits of the machine boundary and have 

demonstrated the suitability of their conceptions in 

dealing with problems in which the spatial or temporal 

environment is made part of a larger system ••••

Communication theory may well contribute to the efforts - %

to determine the structural and functional properties of 

the unit of behaviour in abstract terms. Such determin

ation will in turn contribute toward an explicit 

recognition not only of the rules and restrictions but 

also of the licenses and liberties of the objective 

approach. It will further contribute to the much-needed 

establishment of psychology as a discipline of 

distinctive, we1 1 -circumscribed internal coherence and 

formal unity of purpose within the more broadly unitary 

framework of science at large (Brunswik, 1950, 87 and 92)." i
;
j



Recently, Sjoberg (1971) in a review of Brunswik’s 

probabilistic functionalism emphasised the application 

of probabilistic functionalism in perception, learning 

and applied psychology.

Information Proce.ssing

In attempting to explain man’s behaviour, 

psychologists have not only generated their own particular 

theories but have searched in related disciplines for 

models that might be applied fruitfully in a behavioural 

context. Information processing converges from two main 

sources; (l) problem solving, and (2 ) physical communi

cation sciences.

Until about fourteen years ago psychological 

research on problem solving was only sporadic. A few 

scientists worked consistently on the subject but there 

was no major point of view or technique to bring their 

work into focus. Then, Newell, Simon,and Shaw (1958) 

introduced a new theory of human problem solving, based 

on concepts of information processing and computer 

programming. They were primarily interested in the 

process of solving problems and argued that computer 

programmes could serve to specify unambiguous theories 

about the way humans process information. Information 

processing considers complex behaviour in terms of 

organizational hierarchies. Organized hierarchies of

■■a

■i

I

y

I

I1I
I
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activities are the substance of computer programmes,so the 

language of programming, e.g., flow diagrams, subroutines, 

list structures and the like, provide a convenient way of 

talking about complex behaviour.

Physical communication science, communication 

theory, or^less accurately, information theory, provides 

a system for considering certain relationships between 

events which can be described in probabilistic terms,

"Information theory" is used in at least three senses 

(Elias, 1970). In the narrowest of these senses, it 

denotes a class of problem concerning the generation, 

storage, transmission, and processing of information, in 

which a particular measure of information is used. The 

basic unit of informational measurement (the bit) has 

universal applicability and may be used wherever 

categories or classes of objects or events can be 

distinguished. In a broader sense, information theory 

can include any analysis of communications problems, 

including statistical problems of the detection of signals 

in the presence of noise, e.g., statistical decision 

theory. In a still broader sense, information theory is 

used as a synonym for the term "cybernetics" introduced 

by Wiener (1948) to denote, in addition to the areas 

listed in the foregoing, the theory of servomechanisms, Cfi

the theory of automata, and the application of these and 

related disciplines to the study of communication, 

control and other kinds of behaviour in organisms and
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machines. Briefly, cybernetics means "steersman" and 

is concerned with the communication and variability of 

information and its use in controlling the behaviour of 

biological, physical and chemical systems. One of the 

first steps in a cybernetics problem, or programming an

diagrammatic representation of the system under study

analogue or a digital computer, is the frequent use of I

illustrating the relationships and interdependence of key |

system parameters. Such diagrams are often called t
I

information flow diagrams.

In summary, the role of information processing, 

or, more specifically cybernetics, has been related to 

complex behaviour. With this approach, man may be 

considered as a simple device for transmitting information; 

in a more complicated example, he may be considered as a 

component in a system that requires him to collect 

information, filter it, store it, evaluate it, and apply 

given rules to it, that is - man is a decision maker.

The decision to utilize the cybernetic approach is one 

that I feel offers the greater flexibility in analysing 

the information reported in this paper.

Approach

The approach of this study is basically empirical.

"The term empirical has to do with experience, but the 

word has at least two meanings which are commonly .i

confused. The Germans make a convenient distinction • ' 'Î

' '



between Erlebnis and Erfahrung. Erlebnis refers to 

present experience, that which is immediately there for 

the observer without reference to its origin; Erfahrung, 

to the accumulation of past Erlebnisse (MacLeod, 1954, 

p.48)." This study will look at the data of Erlebnis. £

In this manner unnecessary assumptions as to how the human £
Ibeing is processing his information can be avoided. .4

Numerous studies have used verbal and visual Î

information to develop hypothetical constructs concerning I--
£how humans process information. A hypothetical construct yÿ

is an inferred concept, a conclusion derived from something 

assumed. Generally, a hypothetical construct has excess 

meaning (the semantic logic used to explain the observer’s
"f.

performance introduces ambiguity, e.g., stimulus recog- 

nition, memory storage and retrieval) and therefore the 

passage from the independent variables to the dependent

variable is made with less than logical certainty (Bindra, ^

1959).

In experimental research in human information 

processing, there are several disadvantages inherent in 

the use of either alphabetical or numerical material as 

the stimulus. The main disadvantage is that the 

experimenter's interpretation of the dependent variable 

from the independent variable is made with less than 

logical certainty. This is because the observer must ■%

make the following transformation; (1 ) the recognition 

of a complex stimulus, (2 ) translating the stimulus into ' c



its basic components, (3) matching these components with 

data retained in memory, and (4) the storage and 

retrieval of complex sensory data to and from memory 

(Halle & Stevens, 1952; Katz & Fodor, 1953). Hence, 

the logical uncertainty between the independent and 

dependent variables is due to: (1 ) the observer performing 

complex tasks requiring numerous transformations, (2 ) each 

stop in the sequence of transformations can introduce 

added probability of noise, and (3) as a result of one 

and two the conclusions concerning the observer’s perform

ance becomes increasingly ambiguous.

To determine how humans process information, why 

start with such complex learned stimuli? To eliminate 

as much excess meaning as possible from the transition 

between the independent variable and the dependent 

variable, this investigation required the observer to 

perform unique manipulations of simple sensory stimuli. 

Thus the observer’s ability to process information can be 

described with greater logical certainty since there will 

be fewer transitions between the independent and dependent 

variables.

The reason for the investigation of Erlebnis is 

summarised by George (1970, p.25). "... it seems likely

that we cannot wholly understand thinking and problem



solving activity and the allied fields of learning, 

without having some knowledge of how information is 

received (as well as recognised and recalled) in the 

first place."

Cross-modality matching (ClïlM) means the degree of 

accuracy with which stimulus intensities can be matched 

across different sensory modalities (see Glossary, P.183), 

Cross-modality matching can be a useful tool in the 

analysis of human information processing behaviour. The 

advantages of using CMM are; (1) the sensory message 

transmitted to the observer is isolated from all other 

immediate sensory information; consequently, the message 

has no context - it is an entity, and (2 ) the sensory 

message does not have a past history - the message is 

unique. Also, if the observer's responses are analyzed 

according to statistical decision theory, the observer’s 

response biases do not affect the data (Swets & Green, 

1961). The data simply reflect .the observer's ability 

to separate signal from noise on two sensory continua as 

determined by his ability to match the perceived magni

tudes of the two signals.

In general, CMM seems to provide a useful 

laboratory tool for assessing how the observer processes 

information while .eliminating many of the difficulties 

encountered with other techniques, typically problems 

involving; recognition, context, past history and 

response bias.

i

....
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In summary, the proposed study is concerned with 

determining how the observer is processing auditory 

information. This can be accomplished by keeping the 

stimulus parameters constant and measuring the observer's 

consistency of responding as a function of the amount and 

kind of auditory information the observer has available. 

The flow diagram (Fig. 1) represents an oversimplified 

experimental design. The observer (0) is presented 

with the same stimulus condition (electrodermal stimuli, 

EDS) for the entire experiment. Likewise, the 0 

performs the same task (CMM) of adjusting the magnitude 

of a Gaussian noise signal (GN) to match the perceived 

intensity of the ED stimulus (see Fig, 2). The only 

alterations in the experimental conditions are; (1 ) the . 

O's access to auxiliary information about the GN is 

varied, and (2 ) the 0 may be required to perform an added 

response task of making verbal confidence ratings (VCRs) 

as to his certainty regarding the presences or absences 

of the EDS. By using this method some features of the 

information processing organisation of the auditory 

modality can be determined and also of its functional 

relationships to other cognitive structures^
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Fig. 1. - The flow diagram represents an oversimplified 
experimental design. The D is presented with the same 
stimulus condition (electrodermal, EDS) for the entire 
experiment. Likewise, the 0 responds with the same task 
(CIYIIYI) of adjusting the magnitude of the Gaussian noise (GN). 
The only alterations in the experimental conditions are;-
(1) the 0*s access to auxiliary information about the GN 
is varied, and (2 ) the 0 may be required to perform an 
added response task of making verbal confidence ratings 
(VCRs) as to his certainty regarding the presences or 
absences of the EDS.
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Sensory Probabilistic Zone

100%
Cross“Modality Matching

! 1100%50%

99%

Sensory Probabilistic Zone

Fig, 2, - A theoretical diagram of cross-modality 
matching. The upper distributions show the electrodermal 
continua, the independent variable. The lower distri
butions show the auditory continua, the dependent variable* 
For the observer to maximize optimal separation of the 
signal from the noise with the least amount bf errors, he 
should maintain his cutoff point at Xc* The observer’s 
ability to maintain his response level at or around the 
cutoff point (Xc) on each trial is the experimental data*
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Purpose

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate how 

human beings process auditory information. Based upon 

these investigations a cybernetic model will be developed. 

The model is applicable only to this investigation.

Indeed cybernetic systems "must in a single human being, 

number hundreds of thousands (Porter, 1969, p.4)." No 

attempt will be made to fully develop a general theory;

one should abandon the direct search for super 

theories of learning, super theories of development, and 

super theories of mental illness or perception. These 

have proved themselves to offer a redescription rather 

than an explanation, which is the danger into which 

psychologists, like us all, are particularly prone to 

fall (Scriven, 1954, p.176)," However, a modality 

specific model (audition) will be developed that 

encompasses the experimental results reported here and 

related findings of other studies.



Chapter 2 

Selective Review of the Literature

This chapter selectively reviews the literature 

in three areas that provide the theoretical foundation 

for this study; (1 ) cross-modality matching, (2 ) 

cutaneous information, and (3) information processing of 

simple auditory information.

Cross-IYlodality Matching

Cross-modality matching (Ciyilïl) has been previously 

defined (p. 9 ) as the degree of accuracy with which a

sensory intensity can be matched across modalities. The 

purpose of this study is to determine the flow of auditory 

information (Erlebnis) within the organism. The purpose 

is achieved by having Os perform a ClYtlY) task and, then 

observing how the O ’s performance alters when auxiliary 

information about the auditory signal is provided. For 

the present study only one aspect of the flow diagram is 

of direct interest - audition. Even though the Os do 

match a signal intensity across modalities it is the Os’ 

accessibility to auxiliary auditory information that is 

changed. Consequently it is of indirect importance how 

the Os transfer information from one sense to another ; 

or how cross-modality contextual and assimilation effects
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influence the 0 *s judgments; or how the presence of a 

sensory stimulus in one modality facilitates the detection 

of a signal presented to another modality* However the 

above topics are of some importance since the Os do match 

sensory intensity across modalities*

Cross-modal integration is a wide and heterogeneous 

field of study. Most of the topics reviewed have been 

limited to studies that have used auditory stimuli.

There is not a discrete separation between topics, although 

the categories are helpful in the organization and communi

cation of the material. The review topics are: (1)

sensory transfer, (2 ) contextual and assimilation effects,

(3) facilitation, (4) equivalence, and (5) psychophysical 

measurement•

Sensory Transfer

Two types of sensory transfer can be defined; 

intersensory or cross-modal transfer occurs when an 

organism uses information from one sense modality to 

perform a task or solve a problem involving a different 

sense modality ; intrasensory, or intramodal, transfer 

occurs when both the information and the task are in the 

same sense mode.

Eleanor 3. üibson's book Principles of Perceptual 

Learning and Development* chapter eleven, provides an 

excellent historical perspective of intermodal transfer research

i
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as well as a review of work up to about 1968. Recent 

reviews on studies in cross-modal transfer (e.g. Bjorkman,

1971, and von Wright, 1970) emphasise the following 

findings; (l) cross-modal transfer is easily demonstrated 

with human beings but ClYltYl is extremely difficult and 

perhaps impossible in animals, (2 ) the capacity of cross- 

modal transfer seems to be a function of age, and (3) the 

transfer effect is often found to be asymmetric (e.g. information 

transfer from touch to vision is larger than transfer from 

vision to touch).

In explaining the third empirical finding, from 

the above list, several authors have suggested that verbal 

mediation may play an important role in cross-modal 

transfer (see Garvill and molander, 1958 for a review of 

verbal mediation effects in cross-modpl transfer).

However, it is also argued (Garvill and Wolander, 1971) 

that not all forms of cross-modal transfer need to be 

mediated by language or verbal behaviour (Blank et al.

1968), Blank et al, trained young children in a form 

discrimination task either visually or tactually and 

tested for transfer in the other modality. They obtained 

transfer from vision to touch but not in the other 

direction. Although transfer occurred, the children 

could not label the shapes used and the authors concluded 

that language was not a necessary mediator for transfer.

i
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The soundness ''of this conclusion can be questioned, 

however, since no transfer occurred from touch to vision 

and since the lack of overt verbal responses by no means 

excludes the possibility of covert verbal responses,

Garvill and [Ylolander (1971) trained Os to 

associate nonsense syllables to three-dimensional ceramic 

objects (Gibson’s forms, 1965) which were presented 

either visually or tactually. Verbal mediation was 

found to be an effective aid in the transfer of inform

ation between the two sensory modalities*

Previous studies of cross-modal matching between 

vision and hearing used some version or modification of 

the Birch and Belmont test (1964), It is an audio

visual "matching to sample" task in which the 0 listens 

to a pattern being tapped out, then selects from among 

three or four frtorse-code-like patterns pictured on a |

card the one which corresponds to what he heard. The
a

differences obtained between groups on audiovisual &

matching ability, using this test, may be affected by

three other types of performance implicit in the test 

structure; (l) spatiotemporal transformation - a temporal 

auditory pattern is compared to spatial visual patterns; 

(2 ) counting - in some items the comparison patterns do 

not all contain the same number of elements; (3) length 

perception - in other items the visual comparison

a

I

«
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patterns do not have the same length. These performances 

might not differ as much in normal adults as they do among 

the groups that Birch and Belmont tested, which mostly 

consisted of children or of persons with brain damage.

These earlier studies, while evaluating audio

visual transfer, did not report on either the complementary 

cross-modal performance, viz, visuoauditory transfer, or 

intramodal transfer for both vision and hearing. The 

inferiority of cross-modal transfer reported by Birch 

and Lefford (1963) can be due to comparing it to the 

intramodal transfer within the most accurate of the two 

sense modes in question; on the other hand, comparing 

cross-modal transfer to the intramodal transfer within 

the less accurate of the two senses should result in 

cross-modal superior performance (Bryant, 1968), lYluehl 

and Kremenak (1956) introduced the necessary intramodal 

comparisons by adding the complementary visuoauditory 

CIYIIYI task, and changed the test from "matching to sample" 

to "same-different". Their items, however, were 

different among the four tasks, and differences in item 

difficulty could have affected the differences obtained 

among their conditions; also, their cross-modal tests 

still involved spatiotemporal comparisons from vision to 

hearing, while the intramodal tests for vision and 

hearing involved only spatial and temporal comparisons, 

respectively.

I
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Rubinstein and Gruenberg (1971) compared cross- 

modal matching between vision and hearing to intramodal 

matching within these modes in normal adults# Temporal 

pattern perception for vision and audition was measured 

using pair comparisons of precisely determined rhythms 

as test items. Visual rhythms were more difficult to 

match than were comparable auditory ones. The 

differences between intra and cross-modal transfer were 

related to the frequency of pattern elements, with cross- 

modal performance decreasing more when frequency rose.

Chan and Travers (1955) studied the effects of 

sense modality switching on the learning of elements in 

a serial learning task. The study involved a task with 

seven nonsense syllables, each of which could be 

presented in either the auditory or visual modality. 

Switching the sense modality of transmission took place 

with some Os on the second position and with other Os on

the fifth position/ At the higher of the two speeds of

presentation used, there was no significant effect on 

learning produced by switching modality in the second

position. However, the switching of modality in the

fifth position produced; (1 ) a significant increase in 

learning the syllable on which the switch occurred, and

(2 ) a significant decrement in learning of the following 

syllable (the sixth position), which involved a switch
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back to the original modality. The increment was 

interpreted as a von Restoff effect, and the decrement 

was considered to be a result of loss of time involved 

in switching (see Heid, 1964, for a review and his added 

studies on time loss caused by switching modalities).

The fact that in the Chan and Travers (1965) 

study the effect of switching was much more marked in the 

fifth position than in the second suggests that, as 

information is received through a particular sense 

modality, switching to another modality requires an 

increasing amount of lost time. Their 1970 study 

investigates further this tendency for switching effects 

to become more marked as a particular sense modality 

continues to be used for information transmission. This 

study used as signals either brief series of flashes of 

light or brief series of sound "blips." Each signal 

consisted of 3, 4, 5 or 6 flashes or blips. Four 

signals were given consecutively through either the 

auditory or the visual modality. The task of the 0 was 

to report at the end of each series of four signals the 

number of flashes or blips in each of the signals. The 

design of the study involved a switch in sense modality 

at each one of the four possible positions in the series. 

Thus, it was possible to determine if the transmission of 

information through one sense modality makes it ■

progressively more difficult or more time consuming to

/I
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switch to another source of information transmitted 

through another modality. The results generally 

supported the contention that, as information is received, 

through a particular modality, there is a build-up of 

the disruption involved in switching sense modality*

In conclusion,sensory transfer does occur 

asymmetrically and is influenced by verbal mediation 

effects. Also,switching sense modalities disrupts 

information processing.

Contextual and Assimilation Effects

Anchoring or contextual effects in psychophysical 

judgments may take the form of either contrast effects 

or assimilation effects, (An anchor is a reference 

point in the O ’s stimulus or response continuum set at 

some mathematically defined intensity by the experi

menter.) A contrast effect occurs when the presentation 

of an anchor produces a shift in the judgment of control 

stimuli toward that portion of the judgment scale most 

distant from that used for judging the anchor,- An 

assimilation effect occurs when the effect of the anchor 

is to move the judgments of the control stimuli toward 

the portion of scale used in judging the anchor. \

The theory of adaptation level (Nelson, 1964) 

offers a rather parsimonious explanation of contextual 

effects. This theory presupposes that scaled psycho

physical judgments represent the distance of the
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stimulus from a point of sensory indifference 

(the adaptation level), based upon the O's experience 

with the focal stimuli, background stimuli, and residual 

stimuli from his previous contact with the stimulus 

domain. The effect of presenting an anchor is to shift 

the adaptation level toward the anchor. As the distance 

between the original set of stimuli and the adaptation 

level has changed, and the scale judgments are proportional 

to distance from the adaptation level, the judgments of

these stimuli will shift toward the end of the scale
r.

opposite the anchor. Thus, comparatively high intensity 

anchors decrease the judgments of scaled stimuli and 

comparatively low intensity.anchors increase them. >

A difficulty with the adaptation-level analysis 

of context effects is that only contrast effects are V

predicted. (Here, the relevant item of adaptation-level 

theory is that all background stimuli as well as the test 

stimuli are pooled in the O's decision). On the other 

hand, Sherif, Taub, and Hoyland (1958) were able to 

obtain assimilation effects in the judgment of lifted 

weights when the anchoring stimulus was close to the 

series stimuli in value. Parducci and Marshall (1962), 

however, offered an explanation of this phenomenon 

congruent with adaptation-level theory. Rather than 

considering the anchor as simply one of the stimuli to Y

be judged and finding the adaptation-level as the T

,1
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assimilated effect of independent stimuli as did Sherif 

et al, the anchor was considered by Parducci and Marshall 

to be a standard in regard to which each comparison 

stimulus was evaluated. Consequently,values for the 

adaptation level were obtained such that Sherif's results 

were predictable as a contrast effect and therefore 

congruent with adaptation-level theory.

The difficulties in considering assimilation as 

an adaptation-level effect have been increased by the 

demonstration that assimilation effects may be obtained 

in cross-modal judgments, Sevan and Pritchard (1964) 

obtained a typical contrast effect in the judgment of 

soft tones when more intense tones were introduced as 

anchoring stimuli. However, the introduction of lights, 

previously matched in intensity to the loud tones, 

produced an assimilation effect in the judgment of the 

soft tones. They were judged louder in this condition 

than in a soft tone control condition.

In order to incorporate the assimilation effect 

into adaptation-level theory, Sevan and Pritchard 

interpret the anchor effect as a "paradoxical anchor 

effect." They reasoned that cross-modal anchors are 

less potent than anchors within .the same modality as the 

series stimuli. A less potent cross-modal anchor may 

be equivalent to selecting an anchor of lesser magnitude 

within the same modality. If the visual anchor is very 

low in potency, it may be equivalent to a tonal anchor
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below the series of tones presented for judgment. This

f
/(-i

would produce a contrast effect and increase the apparent y
■%magnitude of the soft series of tones. The experimental ig

results of Sevan and Pritchard confirmed their postulate.
IIn order to support the conclusion that the 

cross-modality assimilation effect is a sensory effect 

congruent with adaptation-level (AL) principles, three 

factors of the Sevan.and Pritchard study should be 

resolved: (1 ) effects of attention shift between tone-

light conditions as opposed to the tone-tone conditions,

(2) role of response biases, and (3) the role of verbal 

medi ation•

Melamedb(1970 and 1971) studies were designed to 

investigate the contribution of the verbal mediation 

factors to cross-modality assimilation effect. In 

summary, the O's verbal judgments of intensity of soft - 

tones judged with a series of bright lights (assimilation 

effect) werefound to be dependent on the fact that the 

lights were judged at the same time. The dependence 

between tones and lights was not observed in a parallel 

investigation of contrast effects in the judgments of 

tones alone. "Both the form of the assimilation effect 

and its specific dependence on judging both stimulus 

modalities argues against a sensory explanation.

Instead, it is argued that this cross-modality

1 i
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assimilation effect represents a resolution of the 

specific difficulties involved in judging two quali

tatively different modalities on one judgment scale 

(Melamed, 1970, p.185)."

Namba, Yoshikawa and Yasuda (1972) investigated 

anchor effects on loudness judgments, using reaction 

time (RT) as an index of loudness. Their problem, of 

equal concern to all who study perception, is that

perception is an unobservable intervening concept. UJe , 'd

can only guess the perceptual world from relations between Y

stimuli presented to Os and the overt responses made by y

Os to the stimuli. Therefore, it is only possible to
' ‘j

use responses as a clue to the law of perception,

Consequently, the characteristics of responses might be "y

confused with those of perception, and sometimes it

happens that what was considered as the law of perception '

is found to be nothing but the law of response, e.g. 

btevens vs. Nelson's extending AL theory to a category 

judgment of weight (Stevens, 1958).

In order to eliminate performance deficiencies 

accompanying verbal categories, there have been many 

experiments concerning anchor effects using absolute 

physical magnitude. For example, Fillenbaum (1963) used 

a verbal category scale and a direct ratio of height to 

the width of rectangles and found that the O's judgments 

reflected no anchor effects when direct ratios were used.

%
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Harvey and Campbell (1963) found anchor effects in the 

judgment of weight using a verbal category scale and 

physical magnitude (ounce), but in the latter case the 

effects were smaller. Nelson and Kozaki (1968) showed 

that the same anchor effects existed in direct estimation 

of the number of dots, as when a category scale was used.

Bell and Bevan (1968) found clear anchor effects in the 

judgment of four factors of Gestalt, Besides, anchor 

effects have also been seen in many experiments where 

stimuli of low intensity were used as anchors (Black 

and Bevan, 1960; Goldstone et al, 1962; Sevan and 

Pritchard, 1963).

As described above, many experiments have been 

done in order to make clear the relation between 

perception and response concerning anchor effects.

Though many of these authors deny that anchor effects 

are attributable merely to the semantic shift of scaling, 

there is no general agreement as to the exact nature of 

anchor effects.

In order to reexamine the problem .of verbal 

mediation influencing anchor effect, Namba and et al 

(1972) conducted two experiments. In Experiment 1, 

anchor effects were, reexamined using verbal categories. .

Two kinds of auditory anchor stimuli, 60 and 90 dO at 

1,000 Hz, and four kinds of series stimuli, 60, 70, 80 

and 90 dB tones, were used* In this experiment, clear

. ' 1
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anchor effects were found as in previous experiments. 

Experiment 2 was conducted using reaction time (RT) as 

an index of loudness with stimulus conditions similar 

to those in Experiment 1. The same anchor effects could 

also be demonstrated in this experiment.

As RT is quite free from the limitations 

inevitably accompanying the verbal responses, it was 

concluded that the anchor effects reflect the shift in 

perception and are not caused by verbal mediation effects;

■ In summary , anchor effects probably reflect a 

shift in perception and are not caused by verbal mediation. 

Secondly, cross-modality assimilation effects probably 

represent the O's difficulties in judging two quali

tatively different modalities on one judgment scale.

F acilitation

Here,facilitation means the increased ease of 

detecting the presence or magnitude of sensory stimuli 

in one modality by introducing a sensory stimulus to 

another modality. However, studies of the effects of 

auxiliary visual stimulation on absolute auditory 

sensitivity have not totally agreed on their results.

Most studies have shown that auxiliary white light
u

improves auditory sensitivity (reviewed by Ozbayder,

1961). However, Sheridan .et al (1966) reported 

that white light had no effect on auditory sensitivity 

at four frequencies examined (250-2000 Hz), but

-£r; .k
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depressed sensitivity at a fifth frequency (5000 Hz). 

Other investigators have found that concomitant 

stimulation with certain coloured lights can- depress 

auditory sensitivity (London, 1954 reviews this subject). 

In none of the above mentioned studies, however, was 

there evidence of any attempt to control or measure 

false positive responses,

Bothe and Marks (1970) attempted to evaluate the 

effects of white light on the detection of Gaussian

noise. The conditions compared were darkness, constant 

room illumination, and sound-synchronized flashes of 

light at three .intensities* Use of a confidence rating 

procedure and analysis in terms of the theory of signal 

detectability provided an opportunity to separate any 

effect of auxiliary visual stimulation on auditory 

sensitivity from an effect on criterion* This could be 

accomplished by comparing the entire receiver-operating- 

characteristics for all of the conditions. The authors 

concluded that there appeared to be no consistent effect 

of auxiliary visual stimulation on absolute auditory 

sensitivity for the four Os examined.

In conclusion, the previous studies have appeared 

to incorporate the 0 ‘s response biases into his detection 

accuracy resulting in a lack of experimental reliability. 

The Bothe and Marks (1970) study, which removed response , 

biases from the O's detection accuracy, has not confirmed 

that facilitation has any influence upon the O's ability 

to detect stimuli.

s
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Equivalence

Here,equivalence means that the information 

gathered by one perceptual system is "covariant, 

coincident, or correlated with the information got by 

another perceptual system (Gibson, 1966, p.298)," and 

thereby "unity" is achieved. In general the studies in 

this section are concerned with how "unity" is established.

3. Gibson (1962) reported use of a series of 

sculptured free-form solid objects designed especially 

to be appropriate for the study of haptic (active touch) 

perception. Each object has a solid three-dimensional 

shape with five elevations around a central hump. The 

exact shapes and sizes of the elevated protuberances, as 

well as the valleys and ridges among them, distinguish 

each solid from the others in the series. Abravarel 

(1971) used these objects for investigating haptic and 

visual equivalence matching, as well as for the study of 

short-term memory demands on mnemonic processes as well 

as perceptual ones. Five groups of Os were tested under 

conditions of intra and intermodal equivalence matching 

for free-form unfamiliar shapes. Gibson's (1966) findings 

indicated that visual intramodal matching was superior to 

intermodal matching, a result consistent with his previous 

research (Gibson, 1962). The order of accuracy in 

forming equivalence was; (1 ) intramodal visual, (2 ) 

intramodal haptic,' (3) haptic to visual, (4) visual to 

haptic «
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Numerous other CMiï! studies have established the 

greater detection accuracy of the visual to tactual 

comparison over the tactual to visual comparison 

(Garvill and lYlolander, 1969; Lobb, 1970; Koen, 1971). 

Goodnow (1970) proposed that the difficulty of the 

visual-tactual condition relative to the tactual-visual ‘ 

condition could be explained in terms of a less stable 

memory for tactual information. This hypothesis was 

based on results obtained by Posner (1957), who compared 

retention of kinesthetic and visual information and 

found that the retention of kinesthetic information was 

affected by an unfilled retention interval while the 

visual information was not. Goodnow (1970) found that 

the difference in difficulty between; visual standard 

and visual comparison; tactual standard and tactual 

comparison; visual standard and tactual comparison; and 

tactual standard and visual comparison, increased as a 

function of the number of comparison objects, which 

supported her hypothesis.

However, Garvill and Molander (1972) did not 

confirm Goodnow's hypothesis. They manipulated intra 

and cross-modal matching of nonsense forms (Gibson's 

forms) using two standard modalities (visual vs. tactual), and 

two comparison (again visual vs. tactual). The standard 

form was separated by either one, ten or thirty seconds 

from the comparison. The authors conclude that

A .'v  A * - :  V  i j  'h a .Z Î- .1  ‘ .  .  v A l  ~ c l A - " . -  '  ' A ' i r A : A - A '  A , ' '  " S *
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retention intervals had no effect in any of the modality 

conditions. There are two faults with this study* 

Firstly, the Os' criterion biases were incorporated in 

the data. Secondly, the Os could easily verbally code 

the forms, consequently, a retention interval between the 

standard and comparison would not have an effect since 

the information could be stored in the verbal memory for 

all possible combinations of forms.

li'hen a perceptual problem can be solved by 

exploring the stimulus objects visually or tactually, or 

when part of the problem is presented via one modality 

and the remainder via another modality, there is an 

opportunity to compare the information-handling character

istics of the two systems. In a situation employing 

multivariant stimuli, some properties may be more salient 

for one modality than for the other, resulting in . 

differential problem difficulty for the two modalities.

While Gibson (1952) has demonstrated that tactual- 

to-visual matches can be made without previous experience, 

although performance improves with practice, most studies 

have been concerned with form discrimination and 

subsequent cross-modal transfer of training (see section 

on sensory transfer). The difficulty in interpreting and 

integrating the results of cross-modal studies seems to 

arise because there is no basis for determining why 

equivalence does or does not occur. Except for Picj< 

(1965), the studies have suffered from a lack of stimulus .
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quantification and little is known about the form 

dimensions along which discrimination, matching, and 

cross-modal transfer takes place. Psychophysical know

ledge of what stimulus information is used and how it is 

used in transfer or cross-modal comparison should aid in 

understanding the processes involved.

In earlier studies, a comparison of the physical
%-•ÿ£

correlates of visual and tactual form complexity scales
-.Â

(Owen and Drown, 1970) demonstrated -a high degree of 

equivalence in information utilization. Other studies 

verified these findings using multidimensional scaling 

analyses (Brown and Brumaghim, 1958) and an anchoring 

design (Brumaghim and Brown, 1958). Owen and Brown 

(1970 and 1970) investigated pattern discrimination in 

the case of visual and tactual presentations. The 

tactual stimuli were forms constructed of fine abrasive 

paper glued onto a poster board. The visual stimuli 

were transparencies presented with the same area as the 

tactual forms. The O's task was to match one of six 

randomly presented forms to the test form. The data 

'wereanalysed' by correlating both intra and intersensory 

comparisons. There was no attempt to separate the O's 

criterion for responding from their sensitivity of 

detecting the forms. The authors concluded "if task

demands or previous problems do not suggest a strategy, 4■ Ithe information in the problem will (p.306)." '

■ 1
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Anderson (1955) studied the relationships between ■%

visual and auditory autokinetic phenomena and affirmed

that these phenomena are indeed determined by each .v?

subject’s perceptual style. Gunn and Loeb (1957), using 

signal detection theory, determined a correlation between 

auditory and visual tasks. They concluded that both 

sensitivity (d*) and the degree of conservation in

responding (y^ ) were correlated between the two tasks.

Both d ' a n d f o r  auditory and visual tasks were

significantly correlated in the first session. ' Only d ‘

was significantly correlated in the second session.

The authors contend that there are common response biases 

in different modalities which are independent from common 

factors affecting sensitivity (d') for both modalities, 

auditory and visual.

An unusual study on intermodal equivalence was 

conducted by Bruno et al (1971) on the cross-modality

matching of muscular tension to loudness. The purpose 

of this study was; (1 ) to determine, more precisely, 

the relationship of perceived tension to the magnitude of 

sustained muscular contractions, as measured electromyo- 

graphically, and (2 ) to validate these findings through 

cross-modality matching of tension to loudness. The 

study involved individual tension, loudness, and matching 

functions, each taken in the same session. ' In a single 

session, Os produced and estimated a series of
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electromyographically measured tensions, estimated the 

loudness of pure tones, and then matched muscular tension 

to tonal loudness. In all cases, power functions 

adequately represented the estimation and matching.data. 

The data suggest that a consistent scale of muscular 

tension can be constructed, and that the scale can be 

validated by cross-modal comparison.

In another single experiment by Dawson and 

Brinker (1971), Os adjusted loudness and force of 

handgrip to match the strength of their opinions regarding 

racism, desirability of occupations and pronunciafaility 

of trigrams. The results, by the authors* contention, 

"provide validation of ratio scales of opinion and 

further establish the direct scaling methods used to 

obtain them (p.413)."

Psychophysical Measurement

In 1967, Egan published a bibliography on Signal 

Detection Theory and Psychophysics. Sections of the 

bibliography include; (1 ) decision processes in 

detection, (2) theoretical analysis of SOT, and (3) 

sensory processes in auditory detection and its theoretical 

analysis. The entire bibliography contains a minimum of 

a thousand references. Clearly a review of this work is 

beyond the scope of this paper. An excellent contemporary 

review of psychophysics is provided by Luce (1972).

I
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Rule and Markley (1971) summarise Steven's power function 

to cross-modality matching of individual differences.

Also Banks (1970) and Lockhart and Murdoch (1970) provide 

a basic introduction to signal detection theory and its 

practical utilization.

Cutane ous

There are four physiological functions of the 

human skin: (1 ) protection of underlying parts, (2 )

regulation of body temperature, (3) participation in 

body metabolism, and (4) operation as a sense organ.

The skin is richly endowed with nerves and their end 

organs; it has a surface area of approximately two 

square yards in the average male and comprises 15 to 18 

per cent of the body weight. Historically, however, the 

systematic investigation of the cutaneous sense has been 

curiously neglected. I

Early work in the area of reading by touch was %

first done by Braille in 1826 in which he developed the ^

well-known Braille system. The method has proven to be 

relatively efficient, but it is slow and efficiency is 

substantially reduced by perspiration and cold fingers.

Also, the maximum speed of reading is less than the 

cognitive processing time required. In 1938 Gault and 

his associates unsuccessfully attempted to utilize the 

skin as a tympanic membrane by transducing speech sounds 

into mechanical vibrations and applying them directly to , j

#1
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the skin, Weiner and associates (1951) used alternating 

current applied to the skin through a filter network of 

seven channels, but found this system not very efficient 

for communication purposes.

The earliest successful attempt to utilize the 

skin as a modality of communication was made by Geldard 

in 1957, Using a coded "vibratese" language developed 

by Howell a year earlier, and transmitting through seven 

mechanical vibrators critically spaced around the chest, 

Geldard was able to get his subjects to receive messages 

at a rate of 38 words per minute with better than 90 per 

cent accuracy after 30 hours of training, Words averaged 

five letters in length and the method proved several times 

faster than the conventional Morse Code.

Probably more important than the study itself 

were the data he obtained on certain aspects of vibratory 

stimulation such as; (1 ) amplitude-intensity, (2 ) 

position of stimulation, (3) duration, and (4-) frequency. 

Geldard’s results are discussed; '

Intensity Discrimination

Geldard found that at 60 Hzs with a static vibrator 

pressure of 1 0 0  grams, the useful range of stimulus 

amplitude was between 50 and 400 microns, 50 microns was 

above the 1 0 0  per cent absolute threshold of sensation and 

400 microns was well below the threshold of discomfort. 

Within this range fifteen just-noticeable-differences

■
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(JNDs) could be discriminated. Three widely spaced 

steps of low, medium and high intensity could be used 

in communication. oome problems encountered were those 

of adaptation to vibration, variation in sensitivity to 

touch in different areas of the body, and maintenance of 

a steady stimulus from the vibrators.

Position of Stimulation/Locus

A number of problems arise in the use of mechan

ical vibrators for communication. One such difficulty 

is the bulky nature of the vibrators themselves and the 

wattage necessary to drive them for adequate stimulation. 

However, by using a small low-powered vibrator developed 

by Bice that operated on low frequencies and could not be 

dampened by skin impedances, Geldard was able to space 

seven vibrators on the rib cage with 1 0 0  per cent 

identification of the site of stimulation. Five 

vibrators proved to be sufficient for a communication 

system. However, if any two vibrators were simultaneously 

activated they were felt as one. Also, when the vibratory 

patterns started simultaneously and had the same intensity 

and frequency, the patterns could not be discriminated.

This problem could be overcome by a split-second temporal 

differentiation between two series of vibrations from
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"spread" of vibratory sensations around the general locus

separate vibrators, which restored "twoness" but could, 

in turn, lead to problems in coding and the phenomenon 

of "phi movement". Another problem was that of the 4

of the vibrator which was overcome by a method devised by .#
%

von Bekesy (1952).
3iStimulus duration -4

At a frequency of 60 Hzs, Geldard found 25 JNDs 

between the range of 0 . 1  seconds and 2 . 0  seconds in 

stimulus duration. Below 0.1 seconds vibratory, bursts 

were too short to be discriminated, while signals lasting 

longer than 2 . 0  seconds were too time-consuming for 

communication purposes. The mathematical function was 

slightly curvilinear, the shortest stimulus duration 

perceived was 0.15 seconds. Absolute identification of 

duration for trained observers yielded four or five widely 

spaced levels, and only three levels for untrained 

observers. Three durations yielding 100 per cent 

accuracy of discrimination were used for Geldard's basic 

system. These steps were 0.1 seconds, 0.3 seconds, and 

0,5 seconds which lie about 4 JNDs apart.
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F requency

This was found to vary inversely with.the number 

of correct judgments. At frequencies below 70 Hzs 

judgments were good but faded as frequency increased. 

ThereforejGeldard decided that frequency must be constant 

in the communication system.

The basic system that arose from the results of 

the foregoing data consisted of three levels of intensity, 

three durations, and five loci. This gave Geldard a 

forty-five element system of tactile communication to be 

used with Howell's coded "vibratese" language. White, 

(1970), using Geldard's findings,examined the potential

ities of the skin as a communication channel using 

vibrotactile stimuli. A system was developed for 

converting an optical image into a tactile display.

After surprisingly little training, subjects were able to 

recognise common objects and to describe their arrangement 

in three-dimensional space* When given control of the 

television camera used for the experiment, subjects 

quickly achieved object discrimination. White concludes 

that the limitations of the system thus far appear to be 

more a function of display resolution than limitations of 

the skin as a receptor surface. Some contemporary 

investigators believe that electro-pulse stimulation 

might provide the necessary resolution.

al
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In 1953 Siegal demonstrated that within certain 

parameters electrical square wave pulses, on the upper 

volar forearm, result in pain-free perceptions of touch#

The advantage of using electro-pulse stimulation is that 

it can be confined to a particular skin area unlike 

stimulation by mechanical vibration# Electro-pulse 

equipment is more compact and requires less than 1 watt 

of power for stimulation. The disadvantage- is that 

electrical stimulation can produce pain under certain 

conditions*

In 1958 Hahn elaborated on Siegal’s method by 

using a high impedance source and varied the frequency 

and duration of a square wave. Voltage was held 

constant. Although sensation was found to be affected * 

by frequency change, current increase, and cycle duration, 

Hahn's method enabled him to study each variable separately, 

Using the index finger as the locus, frequencies of 60,

100, 200, 500 and 1,000 Hzs and short durations of 0.1,

0.2, 0.4, 0.7, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, and 7.0 milliseconds, Hahn 

found that a change of frequency had negligible effect on 

electrical thresholds. Furthermore, the threshold values 

varied primarily as a function of the square wave duration.

Four recent studies were those conducted by 

Hawkes and Warm (1960, 1960, 1961, 1961) at the University 

of Virginia on the parameters of electrical cutaneous 

stimulation. In a study on the sensory range of 

electrical stimulation Hawkes and Warm used continuous
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sinB~uiavQ stimulation at varying frequencies. Current 

uias increased until the reaction level (RL) of tingle 

was reported-by the observers. Increases in current 

were continued until pain and finally, the tolerance 

limen (TL) was reported. Electrodes were placed on the 

finger pad and heel of the palm. The data are presented 

in Table 1.

Table 1

Frequency (Hzs) Threshold Intensity (rnilliamps)
Tingle (RL) Pain IL

1 0 0 0.3 1 . 0 1.7
500 0,5 1.5 2 . 2

1 , 0 0 0 0 . 8 2 . 0 3.0
5,000 1 . 8 5.6 7.0

1 0 , 0 0 0 2.5 1 0 . 0 1 2 . 0

f

i

I
a
■"!

Composite of Hawkes* and Warm's Data %

I
if

: 1
In all instances more current was required for reports of V;;

pain than tingle, and more current was necessary for the 

TL than for the RL and pain. Furthermore, more current #

was necessary to reach threshold at the higher frequencies

of stimulation than at the lower ones. Qualitatively,

tingle was reported as a weak sensation localized in one 

area under the active electrode. Pain was typically 

reported as a localized sensation superposed on the tingle ; 

and described as similar to the jab of a needle* The 

tolerance limen was reported as a burning sensation. ■

Little or no change in the quality of sensation was 

reported with a change in frequency. $

i
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The second study by Hawkes (1960) was on the 

identification of intensity levels and channel capacity. 

He assumed that the number of possible absolute identi

fications of current intensity levels might be explained 

with respect to both the percentage of correct identi

fications and the amount of information transmitted to an 

observer. He found three intensity levels for maximum 

transmission at 1500 Hzs which would be useful in a 

communication system requiring perfect accuracy.

In another study (Hawkes, 1951) to determine the 

number of possible absolute identifications of electrical 

cutaneous stimulus durations and their channel capacity, 

Hawkes used eleven stimulus durations within a range of 

0.5 to 1.5 seconds and 100 msec, apart. Twelve 

observers were used with electrodes placed on the finger 

and palm. With an alternating current frequency of 100 

Hzs and a stimulus intensity of 6 db. he found that 

maximum channel capacity for absolute identification of 

duration was reached with the use of three duration 

levels.

Finally, in a study of discrimination with three 

standard stimulus durations of 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 sec. 

intervals and intensity levels of 120, 160 and 200 per 

cent of RL at a frequency of 100 Hzs, Hawkes and Warm 

(1961) found that TL was affected most by the intensity 

level then by the signal duration. Poor discrimination
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resulted from the use of weak stimulus intensities or
.1-•Svery brief durations of 0.5 seconds or less. The
'Ainvestigators felt that any coded system for communication 

should be dependent upon intensity and duration while
:frequencies should be constant,

«
Studies by Gilmer et al (1961) were undertaken

concurrently with those of Hawkes using square-wave pulse • :

generators as the stimulus source.. Their apparatus was 

adapted from Hahn (1958) and altered so that the 

capacitance and resistance of the skin did not distort 

the wavB-form, Exploratory investigations were made on 

200 subjects and final studies on 12 trained observers.
5Exploration of most of the body surface was made noting 

the perception of pain and painless pulses under 

conditions of normal skin temperature, and under con

ditions of vasodilatation and vasoconstriction. The 

only portion of the skin not affected by neurovascular 

change was found to be the palms of the hands and the 

soles of the feet. The thresholds were almost constant 

in these areas and bilateral equivalence in pulse limens 

for the two palms were also found,

Gilmer and Haythorne (1941) showed that under 

certain conditions stimulation of the skin with sinusoidal 

current could destroy epidermal and dermal tissue.

However, they were able to stimulate on the palm of the 

hand for up to two hours with no diminution of

■'■A- Ï T. / - I ' : : , ' . .   ̂I/!'!'--'. .-KAA- ^
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sensitivity, no change in current or voltage duo to 

cutaneous change, and without creating local irritations# 

Adaptation could be handled by proper timing between 

pulses,

In a study by Croner (1961) on thresholds, pilot 

studies indicated that the range of durations which 

reliably mediate painless sensation was from 0*5 to 75.0 

msec. Pulse durations shorter than 0.5 msec, resulted 

in perception of sharpness and pain, while durations 

longer than 75.0 msec, often lead to unpleasant burning 

sensations. The investigator found that both the voltage . 

and current required to reach the pulse limen and the 

pain limen were highest at the shortest duration. The 

observers reported that the pulses of shorter duration 

are subjectively inferior to those of the longer duration. 

The most effective duration was about 10,0 msec. These 

pulses are easily discriminated and are not too long for 

communication systems.

Gilmer found that two levels of intensity could 

be easily discriminated with accuracy. A low, medium 

and high level could be easily identified from day to day 

without resorting to a reference point. For skin loci, 

when located, it was possible to reproduce the same pulse 

durations day after day with high reliability. Also 

neurovascular changes and perspiration had little effect 

on these areas after a short interval of time had been 

allowed for skin resistance to level off.
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Repetition rates (frequency) can be discriminated 

but other problems exist in using this dimension in 

coding. First, frequencies exceeding 8 to 10 Hzs cause 

some discomfort and higher intensities cause pain*

Second, an increase in the repetition rate of electrical 

square-wave stimulation leads to the perception of an 

increase in intensity as well as frequency, a phenomenon 

also observed in mechanical vibration. Confusion could 

well result if both intensity and frequency are used as 

coded dimensions.

Durations are not nearly so accurately discrimin

ated as are intensities. It is possible, however, that 

two discriminatable levels of duration associated with a 

secondary dimension of skin "depth" can be found. Thus, 

with three levels of intensity, six loci (three on each 

palm), and two "duration-depth" dimensions, a code made 

up of thirty-six discrete symbols is possible. This 

would allow for an alpha-numeric code of twenty-six 

letters and ten digits.

Ih summary, although much work has been done on 

the identification of stimulus dimensions of mechanical 

vibration, more research is needed in the areas of channel 

load, distraction effect, and error range. Research 

using electro-pulse stimulation still lacks sufficient 

psychbphysiological data on the boundaries between 

painless and painful pulses, conditions and effects of
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intensity, polarity, duration and intervals of pulses, 

arid the types, sizes, and spacing of electrodes. Common 

to both mechanical and electro-pulse methods are the 

problems of language coding and complex information 

processing.

In 1966, the author investigated the psycho- 

physiological parameters of electrodermal stimulation 

(Hicks & Kheder, 1958), see Appendix I. The purpose of 

that study was to determine the parameters of electro- 

dermal stimulation as to: (1) the psychophysical

parameters of the stimulus, (2) the physiological changes

induced by the stimulation, and (3) the subjects'

autonomic response to stimuli.

Eight subjects responded to an electrodermal 

stimulus of minimal intensity presented by the method of 

limits. The stimuli varied in: (1) a range of pulse 

repetition frequencies; 50, 75, 100, 200, 500, 700, 900,

1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, 2700, 3000, 4000, 5000, 6000, |

7000, 8000, 9000, 10,000 Hzs and (2) duty cycle, either 

5, 50, or 95 per cent. (Duty cycle is the percentage of 

on-time in relation to the amount of off-time in any one 

period, onset of one rising waveform to the onset of the 

next rising waveform). Each subject was tested on all 

the frequencies for each of the three duty cycles. The

frequencies per duty cycle were presented in three

different orders: (1) ascending, (2) descending, and

I
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(3) randomly. The frequency, duty cycle and order of 

presentation were unknown to the subject. The stimulus . 

generator was a Tektronix 160 series* During stimulation 

the subject's skin resistance, skin vasoconstriction and 

dilatation, heart rate and finger temperature were 

constantly recorded,
■jThe results of the study are;
'a!

(1) The subjects’ mean response levels for 

the different duty cycles over the 

same frequency ranges were signifi

cantly different (level of confidence

• below 0,05 as determined by multiple 

t-tests)•

(2) The subjects' skin resistance increased 

after being stimulated with a frequency 

between 50 to 2000 (PRF) at the 5 per 

cent duty cycle only. All other duty 

cycles, 50 and 95 per cent were followed - 

by a decrease in skin resistance, •

(3) After, electrodermal stimulation, there 

was a significant 10 per cent increase 

in vasodilatation and a 12 per cent 

increase in heart rate without differ

entiation to the frequency of the pulse 

train or its duty cycle.

(4) There were no significant changes of 

finger temperature.
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The conclusion of this study was that the 

conduction mechanism of the skin could be compared to a 

"strength-duration curve" of a single neuron. ("A 

strength-duration curve is- the relationship of the 

strength of the stimulus to the time during which it acts, 

Gardner, 1963, pùl02.") The 95 per cent duty cycle with 

its long "on-time" may be causing a considerable amount 

of neuronal accommodation. Therefore, more current is 

needed to stimulate hyperpolarized neurons. As the 

frequency increases, there is less and less real "off- 

time" and more current is needed to produce stimulation. 

This would also be true for the 50 per cent duty cycle 

but to a lesser extent than in the 95 per cent duty 

cycle•

The five per cent duty cycle appears not to 

produce this effect because of its constant level of 

intensity (ma) across the frequencies 50 to 6000-Hzs 

(above 6000 Hzs the subjects did not indicate the 

presence of the' stimulus even when the stimulus.generator 

was at maximum output). The five per cent duty cycle 

may cause some depolarization, in which case the neurons 

would be more excitable than in their normal resting state. 

The long "off-time" would dissipate any accommodation 

effects, With higher frequencies, beyond 6000 Hzs, 

another effect occurs. The current has to flow for a 

particular period of time in order to be effective. If
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the current is turned on and off rapidly, current lasts 

such a short time that it will not stimulate, no matter 

what its strength/power. Therefore, the finite period 

of current "on-time" for the skin must be in excess of 

8.333 microseconds.

This investigation uses a five per cent duty 

cycle at 3000 Hzs as the independent stimulus. The 

reasons for this choice are; (1) the signals need 

minimum current to reach a detectable level, (2) the 

signal produces the least physiological change, (3) post 

experimental inquiry of the Os suggests that habituation 

to the signal does not occur, and (4) the signal appears 

to be stable in that it has the least amount of 

individual differences.

Auditory

Unlike that of the cutaneous sense, the study of 

audition has a long and rich history. "The physics of 

acoustics was well advanced by 1800, and the anatomy of 

the external and middle ears, as well as the gross 

structure of the inner ear, was fairly well understood 

(Boring, 1957, p.106)," In 1970 alone there were over 

320 articles published on audition. Consequently a 

comprehensive review of the literature is beyond the 

scope of this thesis. Rather,a selective review is 

presented of only those studies that are particularly 

relevant to this investigation. The goal of this thesis

■ j. ÿii— ' h.': J?' A'- ; 'Ï ' A  T A  A  At A ' C A W  A- j.. Æ
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is not to study the mechanism of audition per se but to
i/a

use varied auditory signals as a means of determining how i"
§

humans process auditory information. It is the pro- :;:?i
%cessing mechanism that is of interest, not how the 0 

identifies different physical parameters of the signal, 

e.g., waveform or rise time. Therefore,only studies on 

how humans process auditory information are reviewed.

Theoretical Issues of Auditory Psychophysics

. - (•1
.

%

Recent evidence indicates that serious diffi- 7-#
culties are encountered when complex perceptual processes j;}

.are investigated using traditional llieber-Fechner psycho

physical methods (Holtzman, 1965). Goldiamond (1958) 

discussed the dependence of results on the method used
- %to establish a threshold. Corso (1963) has reported that --'j

the method of adjustment and the method of limits produced
"Sdifferent auditory thresholds when the same subjects were
i

tested under both conditions. Clearly, different methods -.g

of obtaining thresholds do result in different limen 

values. An obvious consequence of the method-specific 

nature of thresholds is that results from experiments 

using different procedures are not directly comparable, 

since there are differences in the methods of obtaining 

the threshold values.

Investigators have long recognized the arbitrary, 

statistical nature of the threshold. One definition of 

threshold states that it is a point in a stimulus
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continuum which produces a given response 50 per cent of 

the time (Guilford, 1954). There is no prior basis for 

adhering to this arbitrary definition (Bilger, 1964), 

Empirically, it is possible to define a threshold as any 

point in the stimulus continuum which elicites a response 

anywhere in the range from chance to perfect performance. 

Confusion occurs when the threshold is erroneously 

interpreted as an arbitrary point above which detection 

of a stimulus occurs, while no detection occurs below it 

(Goldiamond, 1958). "Subliminal" stimuli are detected 

a measurable percentage of time* Detection of 

"subliminal" stimuli is especially frequent if the v 

threshold is defined at levels well above chance perform

ance (Eriksen, 1960).

A further difficulty arises because of the wide

spread use of "corrections for guessing". Corrections 

for guessing are assumed to produce a better estimate of 

the observer's sensory capabilities. Hake and Rodwan 

(1967) have argued that none of these correction factors 

are valid.

The "error of habituation", as defined by Hake and 

Rodwan, is a subject's unwillingness to respond to a 

stimulus until the evidence for its presence is great. 

Conversely, the same investigators define "error of 

anticipation" as the tendency of the subjects to respond 

affirmatively to the presence of stimuli on the basis of 

minimal evidence. Observers committing the "error of

■ 6 '  A  A  . -'A 't L iLLili-,.»:;..,.-.:- L A A J A ' -  V' ’ C- it k  - ËiV'-i V  7  ' -Alt,' :
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anticipation" appear to hava much greater sensitivity 

when the threshold framework is applied. This is the 

case because no account is taken of the increased false 

detections, which typically accompany an increase in 

apparent sensitivity due to "anticipation errors". On 

the other hand, observers committing the "error of 

habituation" show spuriously low sensitivity since a 

lowered accuracy results from this type of error. Thus 

both correct and false detections must be accounted for 

in any adequate description of the observer's perceptual 

performance (Swets, 1961),

One solution for this difficulty has been to use 

well trained observers to ensure a reasonably constant 

subjective criterion* In investigations of personality 

and perception, however, the observer's criteria for 

responding to stimuli are determined both by his '€

motivation and his sensory acuity, Bernstein and 

Eriksen (1965) suggested that perceptual defence studies, 

using stimuli of a sexual nature, resulted in poor 

sensitivity. In fact, the data may reflect the 

observer's unwillingness to report a perception of such 

stimuli until a high degree of confidence is reached.

The importance of the subject's confidence, for 

any perceptual task, lies in the distinction between the 

observer's sensitivity and his criterion for reporting , 

the presence or absence of a stimulus. In addition to

" A''-'-- :........' ' V , AA ■ -Aik:: \ ^
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and criteria for reporting the stimulus*
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the methodological problems described above, no 

distinction has typically been made between sensory and 

nonsensory aspects of the observer's performance.

Investigators in the area of psychophysics have long 

been aware that the observer's subjective standard or 

criterion for reporting the presence or absence of a 

stimulus affects the obtained value of a threshold,, e.g.

Fechner's negative sensations (Boring, 1920; George, 19Î7;
. y

Guilford, 1927; Thompson, 1920). As an example, "errors" 7
of traditional psychophysical practices directly affect 

the values of a threshold. Such values obtained by the Æ

method of limits are affected by a reluctance of the 

observer to report the presence of a stimulus until the 

evidence for its presence is great, or the observer's aI

I

willingness to respond affirmatively to only minimal 

stimulation. The subject's sensitivity and his criterion 

for reporting the presence or absence of a stimulus are 

confounded in traditional psychophysical methods. Swets 

(1961) has argued that a difference between estimates of

two thresholds can be attributed to a change in sensitivity ^
I

only if it is assumed that the observer's criterion is a

held constant. Therefore, traditional threshold ,.7

techniques are ambiguous since they do not distinguish a

between; (1) actual differences in sensitivity, (2)
.■fs

differences in the criteria used to report the presence 7

of' a stimulus, or (3) a combination of both sensitivity ÿ
%

•i
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:lThe general problem of detecting sensory stimuli

I

in the threshold region has been investigated in various ' 

vigilance studies ^Buckner and McGrath, 1953; Loveless,

1967; Osborn, Sheldon and Baker, 1963), These 

investigators studied the performance of untrained 

observers on vigilance tasks and human performance tests 

rather than comparing responses in different sensory- 

motor modes of judgment. Results show that a noticeable 

improvement in performance occurs when the observers are 

given redundant information in the form of simultaneous 

auditory and visual displays (Brown and Hopkins, 1967). |

However, Buckner and McGrath (1963) predicted the 

possibility of independent operation of these two sensory 

channels, but did not obtain good experimental verifi- 

cation of their prediction, using a vigilance task.

Interaction between different sensory modalities 

generally involves the problem that dual sensory input 

enhances signal detectability. Brown and Hopkins (1967), 

in a study on the interaction of the auditory and visual 

sensory modalities, found that redundant sensory inform

ation produces improved human signal detection performance.

Increases in signal detectability result from simple 

probabilistic adding of the responses of two independent 

sensory systems. The authors concluded that there is no 

apparent interaction between the visual and auditory 

information-processing systems.
I
A
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Directly Relevant Experiments

Stevens (1959) constructed ratio scales of 

subjective intensity on three perceptual continua—  

loudness, vibration and electrical shock. In turn, the 

obtained scales were used to predict what Stevens con

sidered a direct match between pairs of sensations on 

these continua.

Stevens used - numerical ratio scales of subjective 

magnitude for three modalities (loudness, mechanical 

vibration applied to the finger tip, and electric shock 

applied to the fingers) to predict the form of the equal- 

sensation functions resulting from the pairs of sensations.
V .

For example, loudness was adjusted to appear equal to a 

given vibration on the finger or to an electric shock to 

the fingers. Cross-modality matches were made between 

each and every modality. A stimulus from a given 

modality served once as the standard and once as the 

dependent variable.

The experimental curvature's for cross-modality 

matches closely approximated the predicted values. From 

the results, Stevens concluded that scales obtained by 

magnitude estimation can be used to predict the form of 

the equal-sensation functions, which seems to attest to 

the validity of subjective estimates.
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Stevens* study demonstrated that subjects can 

establish subjective cross-modality equivalence scales 

with a reasonable degree of validity* Therefore,

Stevens ^1959) has shown that the sensation scale of one 

modality can be compared to that of another modality. 

Furthermore, Eriksen (1960) and Guilford (1954) contend 

that stimuli below an arbitrary threshold are also 

detectable.

Based upon these views, Hicks (1969) designed an 

experiment to evaluate the accuracy between cross

modality matches of auditory magnitudes and overt verbal 

judgments in the assessment of the same electrodermal 

stimulation (see Appendix II). The study also determined 

the practicability of using one sensory modality to rate 

the stimulus magnitude subjectively in another modality.

The independent variables were the electrodermal 

stimuli, which were randomly presented 50 per cent of the 

time; the other 50 per cent were catch trials. The 

dependent variables were: (1) vocal confidence ratings,

and (2) auditory matched magnitudes (measured in relative 

decibels or voltages).

The observers* detection of the presence of 

electrodermal stimulation can vary from absolute 

certainty to chance performance. Once cross-modality 

matches had been obtained, the observer (0) vocally 

reported his degree of confidence as to whether the same

I
1I
A

%
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e lectrodermal stimulus uias present (a dual series task

for each stimulus). Confidence ratings were given as a g
percentage of certainty as rated subjectively by the 0* .7

It was then possible to compare the probabilistic accuracy ''-j

of the vocal confidence rates and auditory magnitude 

matching to the same electrodermal stimulus.

The intensity (milliamperes) of the electrodermal 

stimulus, later used as the standard stimulus, was 

established at a reference point that evoked a response 

50 per cent of the time by the method of limits. Once 

this intensity level had been established its value was 

maintained throughout the experiment.

During the training period, Os matched the 

loudness (amplitude) of the Gaussian noise (GN) to the 

intensity of varying electrodermal stimuli (EDS). From 

the result, an equivalence scale was established between 

the auditory and cutaneous senses of each 0.

This study not only presented sensory stimulation 

within the "threshold" region but also asked the 0 to 

manipulate an auditory signal in his so called "threshold" 

region by: (1) matching the loudness (amplitude) of GN

to the perceived intensity of the electrodermal stimulus, 

and (2 ) giving confidence ratings as to the presence of 

an electrodermal signal. The amplitude adjustment of 

GN, during some trials, was below the traditional 

"threshold" level in what was previously considered a

À
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subliminal area. Therefore, the 0 was manipulating 

the amplitude of Gl\i below what was previously considered 

his "threshold", (The word "threshold" is an arbitrary 

mathematical• construct and it also infers a lUeber-Fechner 

framework of reference; consequently, future reference 

to "threshold" is not made unless referring to its 

classical tradition).

This study applied signal-detection theory 

(Tanner, Swets and Green, 1956; Tanner and Swets, 1954) 

and nonparametric statistical techniques to measure the 

parameters of the vocal confidence ratings as well as the 

cross-modality matching between an auditory loudness 

(amplitude) and an electrodermal stimulus. This is a 

fundamental detection problem consisting of an observation 

(an event) occurring in a fixed length of time, in which 

a decision is made as to whether the interval contained 

only noise or a signal as well,

A "Receiver-Operating-Characteristic" (ROC) curve 

was established for the three different response modes:

(1) auditory matching alone, (2) auditory matching 

accompanied by vocal responses and, (3) vocal confidence 

ratings. Unfortunately, the slopes of the ROC curves 

did not equal one; therefore, the area under the curve 

was calculated.

1

.

J
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Since the area under each curve is larger than f

the area under the negative diagonal, each 0 was able to 

differentiate the presence and absence of shock better 

than by guessing. Verification of a systematic response 

mechanism was obtained by a Chi Square analysis for all :i
3

three response categories, which were significantly 

different (p<0.00l), indicating that Os’ detection

accuracy was considerably better than chance (50 per cent) :l
Idetection. .J
■i

The area under the curve was used as a comparison nj

for the different responses by a Friedman Two-Way analysis ;f|
of Variance. The greater the area under the curve the 

more sensitive is 0 in separating signal from noise. |

The Friedman Two-Way Analysis of Variance is significant #
.1

at the 0.042 level of probability. i

For all Os, the verbal responses were more 

accurate in detecting the presence or absence of shock 

than the accuracy of their auditory matchings. Also, 

results from 3 out of 4 Os had a larger area under the 

ROC curve for the auditory matching accompanied by vocal 

responses, than for the isolated auditory judgments.

Therefore, Os were more accurate in detecting shock when 

auditory matching was accompanied by verbal responses 

than when it was not*

A':'; -I::-'::
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These results demonstrate that Os are extremely

effective in manipulating the Gaussian noise throughout '?
■their sensory probabilistic zone* These results are ^
ij

contrary to the classical notion of threshold as a point, 

not exactly constant but nearly so, above which sensory 

differences vanish in the "unconscious". This 

experiment clearly demonstrates that Os are capable of 

perceiving and manipulating signals throughout their 

sensory probabilistic zone and that they respond 

affirmatively only when the signal strength exceeds some 

subjective criteria. - 4

In conclusion,the Os had the most difficulty in 

gathering and processing those sensory data that ware not 

verbally coded. Apparently, verbally coded material is 

more easily stored in memory and can be processed more 

accurately than sensory data. Once auditory information 

is coded into speech patterns, it seems to influence other 

sensory judgments, thereby increasing the accuracy of the 

auditory matchings that accompany the vocal ratings.
4
■ÙîThis effect can be attributed to either or both of two #

possible failures in the course of human information 

processing. First, if Os do not perceive the auditory 

stimuli accurately, they may assign less diagnostic value 

to the data than they in fact should* Diagnosis is the 

process whereby the 0 assigns relative values to the 

auditory signals. Or, secondly, Os may be unable to

«
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integrate auditory information (over time) properly even 

though they may perceive the diagnostic value.of any 

specific data correctly. Integration is the process 

whereby the 0 combines, organizes or co-ordinates 

previously diagnosed auditory information. Therefore, 

since speech-coded data appear to be less affected by 

failures in information processing, as determined by the 

area under the ROC curve, information that is verbally 

coded can influence accompanying sensory data, thereby 

increasing its detection accuracy.

The results of this study provide the framework 

for numerous questions:

(1) Why does verbally coded material produce 

greater sensitivity in the detection of 

EDS than the auditory matching?

(2) Why do speech patterns influence sensory 

judgments?

(3) Do Os assign the appropriate relative 

value to the auditory signals? In other 

words, do the Os diagnose auditory 

stimuli correctly?

(4) And/or, are Os unable to integrate auditory 

information correctly even though they may 

perceive the diagnostic values of any 

specific data correctly?

The objective of experiment one is to attempt to 

answer the above questions.



Chapter 3 

method

All three experiments used modifications of the 

same apparatus and procedure.

Apparatus

Each observer (0) was seated in a quiet.room with 

his back to the experimenter. For EDS, two electrodes 

were positioned on the left hand. The positive electrode, 

made of conductive vinyl, 1.2 cm. in diameter, was placed 

on the middle phalanx of the index finger. A similar 

electrode, positioned to the middle finger, was the ground.

A signal generator produced 3000 Hzs. at a five per cent 

duty cycle. The amplitude of the signal was maintained 

by a variable voltage regulator. The standard (later 

used, as the independent variable) electrodermal intensity, 

expressed in volts, was determined by the method of limits 

using ascending, descending and random procedure and was 

established at the fifty per cent response level for each 

0.
The GN was produced from a Peters AP/6 clinical 

audiometer and controlled by its attenuator. GN was |

presented to each 0 through dichotic earphones* The

:
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attenuator of the audiometer was connected to a gear 

reduction device and used by 0 to control sound level, 

with visual cues removed. A Hewlett Packard 3400 A Root '#

mean Square meter connected across the earphones' indicated

sound level, see Appendix III.

Procedure -J

During the training session, 0 was instructed to 

match the loudness of the noise to varying magnitudes of 

EDS. Repeated testing produced a stable loudness 

continuum of noise for corresponding changes in EDS 

intensity. At high levels of EDS, the 0 selected louder 

GN,while for less intense stimuli, he chose quieter noises. ;i

Consequently, an equivalence scale could be and was 

established between various levels of shock and sound.

When the experiment began, the EDSlevel was held constant 

at the Q ’s fifty per cent response level; 0 had no 

knowledge that the EDS was being held at a constant 

intensity. Hence, the GN level selected by the 0 can be 

used to determine his level of confidence or certainty as 

to the presence or absence of EDS.

The shock was presented in an automated random 

order with catch trials fifty per cent of the time, the 

pattern unknown both to 0 and to the experimenter. The 

G was simply told to; (1) adjust the loudness of the GN 1
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to be equivalent to the perceived magnitude of the shock, 

and on selected sequences (2) verbally rate how confident 

he was that a EDS was or was not present.

Upon illumination, a white light, 0 could press

a button to start the trial. When the button was pressed 

it caused a green illumination together with presentation 

of the GN and EDS. On selected sequences the green light 

was interrupted by a red light indicating that the

variable loudness of the GN was now being replaced by GN

that was stable at the level of the O ’s fifty per cent 

response (as previously determined;. This was the anchor 

point. On selected sequences, the 0 gave his verbal 

confidence rating (VCR) after the green light was I
- iextinguished. VCRs were represented along a continuum -vi

. iifrom zero to 100 per cent, where zero to 49 represented 

decreasing confidence that EDS was absent and 51 to 100 :

increasing confidence that EDS was present. The sequence

of events for each 0 was:

1. The 0 sat in front of a control panel 

containing attenuator and indicator lights;

2. The 0*s right index and middle fingers, 

middle phalanx, were vigorously rubbed 

with Cambridge electrode jelly in order to 

reduce skin resistance. The 0 placed 

these two fingers on a grooved sponge 

containing the electrodes;

I
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3. Earphones were placed on the 0 and he was

shown how to use the attenuator and warned 

that any accidental visual markings or 

proprioceptive feedback from the fingers 

could result in errors. The only criterion 

for the O ’s decision was the loudness of the 

GN. The specific significance of each of 

the different coloured lights was explained. 

The sequence of events for the experimenter was:

1. The experimenter, separately controlling 

both the intensity of the EDS and the G N , 

established the fifty per cent response 

level of the observer for both modalities, 

using the method of limits;

2. The G was asked to match the loudness of 

the GN to the intensity of the EDS. This 

routine was continued until the 0 could 

produce approximately the same amplitude 

adjustment for a given EDS. ■ The training 

session needed was approximately two hours 

long.

I
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Chapter 4

Experiment One

Introduction 

The 1969 study concluded that the 0 has one or 

both of two difficulties in processing auditory inform

ation. First, the Os may assign the inappropriate value 

to the auditory stimuli; i.e.,the Os might not diagnose 

the auditory signals correctly. Second, the Os may 

have difficulty integrating correctly diagnosed auditory 

information, i.e., the Os erroneously combine or organize 

the auditory information* This experiment attempts to 

determine whether or not either or both of these 

difficulties are encountered during the processing of 

auditory information. An illustrative example of the 

différences between diagnosis and integration is as 

follows: A driver begins to overtake a lorry. Another

vehicle approaching in the opposite direction now appears 

on the horizon, causing the overtaking driver to make a 

decision. He can pull back behind the lorry or he can 

continue to overtake it. The driver must evaluate his 

own vehicle's speed and the speed of the oncoming vehicle 

(diagnosing speed of closure). The driver must now

!I
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evaluate his accelerating speed and the lorry's speed 

(second diagnosis) and then decide if his vehicle would 

be in front of the lorry before he reached the oncoming 

vehicle (integration).

If the 0 is having difficulty in the diagnosis of 

auditory stimuli, then, when an aid in diagnosis is 

provided the O's performance should improve. When the 0 

wants to set the GN loud enough to reflect a decision 

that a signal is present, he must adjust the magnitude 

of the GN to exceed his 50 per cent level of response. 

Conversely,if the'0 wants to set the GN to reflect a 

decision that only noise is present he must reduce the 

GN loudness to be below his 50 per cent level of response. 

Conceivably^ if the 0 has lost his inherent reference 

point, he may set the GN loudness at a level he thinks is 

above his 50 per cent level of response when, in fact, 

it is actually below it, resulting in an error.

Similarly, errors could be made in the opposite direction, 

A simple solution to this problem is to indicate the O's 

50 per cant level of response to him (an anchor point) on 

each trial. Subsequently,if the 0 is having difficulty 

in diagnosing the auditory information an anchor point 

could be a diagnostic aid.

The Os may have difficulty in integrating the 

correctly perceived auditory information. To test this 

postulate the Os can be provided with a device which will 

help them to integrate the auditory information. In the
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1969 study an interaction occurred between the ClYini and 

the VCR. Possibly the VCR is an aid to integration.

If it is true that the VCR interacts with the accompanying #

ClYllYl, then they will also affect subsequent Ciïliïl tasks,
Isince the knowledge of the VCR scale is not eraseable.

Thus knowledge of the verbal rating scale (VCR) may be 

expected to improve the detection accuracy of the 

accompanying and subsequent ClYllYl for an 0 who has diffi

culty in integrating auditory information. The 

assumption is that with the help of the rating scale the 

0 is capable of arranging, combining and organizing the 

incoming auditory information better than he would without 

any such, conceptual scale. Of course, the 0 might 

develop, his own scale, but the VCR closely resemble the 

ClYllYl task and the 0 is asked for his confidence ratings 

at the end of each trial. Thus the VCR should reflect 

greater efficiency at integration both because of their 

similarity to ClYlfil and because they are a means of 

communication. Also, if the integration of auditory 

information is a problem and the VCR aids auditory 

organization, its effects should subsequently affect 

other treatments.

If the Os have difficulty in both diagnosis and 

integration, there should be an additive effect when both 

the auditory anchor and the knowledge of VCR scale are . 

present.
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There are other problems that should be considered; 

namely, practice effects, experimenter effects, and 

treatment residual effects. Will practice affect the 

trained O ’s ability to detect signal from noise only?

Previous studies (Swets and Sewall, 1953) using a |

sinusoidal signal in noise and a forced-choice procedure ,#

found that practice effects are limited to the first
4

session. Since this study uses GN and a rating procedure, 

it is important to know whether or not there are practice

effects, I
. a

It is equally important to identify any affect 

which the experimenter may have upon the O's ability to J
-W■. 4'separate signal from noise. According to signal

1detection theory the experimenter can affect the slope of 

the ROC curve but can not affect its height (Green and 

Swets, 1965), During the second half of the experiment 

the 0 was erroneously informed as to his performance by 

the experimenter (Table 2), 0 was informed that his ClYllYl

was now better than his VCRs, Previously (1959 results) 

the VCRs were considerably better than ClYllYl. Can the 

experimenter's erroneous feedback ■ alter the results?

Whenever the same Os are given a series of 

different treatments there is danger that the sequence in 

which the treatments are given could produce an effect 

(residual transfer). Therefore, the Os were presented 

with treatments in different sequences. The sequences 

were altered as much as the total experimental design
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would allow, (see listing below. Table 2). Experiment 

one is designed to determine the effects of practice, 

residual transfer and the influence of the experimenter 

upon the Os* performance. In the order of analysis, 

experiment one is an investigation of the following

questions: I
'}1, Does practice have an effect?

-Sirs

2. Does the experimenter have an effect?

3. Does each of the different treatments

have a residual effect? f

4. Does the presence of an auditory anchor
Ipoint aid the 0's diagnosis of the |

sensory auditory stimuli?

5. Does the knowledge and use of the VCRs 

aid integration of the auditory inform

ation for the crfllYl?

6. Does the knowledge of the VCRs carry

over to unaccompanied CdftlYl trials?

Method

Subjects

Seven male adults and one female adult were 

tested, none of whom reported a history of otologic or 

neurologic disease. The Os* performances were maintained 

at an asymptotic level by offering 0.60 np for each 

correct response and penalized 0.50 np for each incorrect
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response (Lukaszewski and Elliott, 1962; Blackwell, 

1953)* Each 0 was informed about his performance after 

every 35 trials. Each 0 returned to the laboratory for 

eleven sessions. Each session was two hours long.

Total experimental time was 176 hours.

Apparatus

As outlined in the Method chapter (p.62). 

Procedure

As outlined in the Method chapter (p.63) and Fig, 

2 (p.12).

EDS

GN

Anchor

VCR

Fig. 3. The sequence of experimental events for each 

trial•

I
y
3

II
!
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Experimental Design

The first two sessions (A and B) and resulting 

data are not completely comparable with later sessions îi

and data because the 0 did not at first have knowledge of 

the VCR scale. Knowledge of the VCR scale could affect 

subsequent CIYIM tasks. Question six concerns this 

hypothesis. The first session (A) used only CMIYI. The 

second session (a ) employed CMIYI with �n auditory �nchor,

The.O w�s informed as to the VCR sc��e for the first time 

in session three, Table 2. •
fit
I

I

.1

. t
-3

I
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T�ble 2

Experimental Design

C onditions

Experimenter Provides 
Correct Feedb�ck

Experimenter Provides 
Erroneous Feedback

Nonanchored Anchored Nonanchored Anchored

c m m + v c R CÎYKÏ1 c m m + v c R cmiYi c m m fVCR c m m cmm-fVCR c m m
c D E F G H I 0 K L m N

Four different condition sequences were presented to the 

eight Os;

l; ABCDEFGHIOKLMIM for Os; B.Ui. ��� Y.B.

2. ABFGHCDEIOKLIYIN for Os: L.S. ��� M.R.

3. ABFGHCDELMNÏ3K for Os; D.P. ��d B.G.

4. ABCDEFGHLMNIOK for Os; O.F. ��� A.R.

In conditions A and B the experimenter provides the correct 

feedb�ck but the Os did not have knowledge of the VCRs*

An anchor was presented in condition B; whereas, A was 

nonanchored*

a

a

-7-
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Results

Data

The data from each 0 is �nalysed by signal 

detection theory. The O's loudness continuum, expressed 

as root mean square voltages, is represented along the 

ordinate, the dependent vari�ble. The VCR continuum is 

��so represented along the ordinate as percentages. The 

�bsciss� is divided into two categories, which �re the 

independent vari�bles: (1) tri�ls when the EDS was

present - signal plus noise, �nd (2) tri�ls when no EDS 

was present - noise only. The �uditory voltages, or the 

VCR, for both signal plus noise �nd noise only are plotted 

along the ordinate observing the appropri�te c�tegory

(signal plus noise or noise only). The plots are two 

separate continua, one showing signal plus noise ��� the 

other showing noise only, Where these two continua 

overlap, accumulative prob�bility functions are calculated:

First Co-ordinate 

5% = Signal + noisej_ = subtot�l^/T ot�lg = PSjl

= Noise only^ = Subtotal]^/Tot�l|\j = PN],

Second Co-ordinate 

S 2 = Signal + noise^ = Subtot�l2/Tot�lg = PS2

N2 = Noise onlyg = Subtotal^/Tot�l^ = PN2 .

As m��y co-ordinates as possible are determined, the 

number being dependent upon the degree of overlap between 

the two continua.
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On metric gr	ph p	
er, equ	l units 	re 	rr	nged 

along the ordinate and the absciss	* The ordinate

represents the probability density for 	ll values of GN i
I

when EDS is present. The 	bsciss	 represents the
3

probability density for 	ll values of GN when CDS is H
,.s

	���t.

A convergent point between PSĵ  (ordinate) and -

PN^ (absciss	� is plotted on metric gr	ph p	per 	�d 

successive points are similarly plotted. The points 

are integrated and the ROC curve is est	blished (Green 

and Swets, 1966),

The area under the ROC curve (Ag) w	� determined 

by counting the square millimeters on the graph paper,

"A valuable nonparametric me	sure of perform	nce is the 

	re	 under the ROC curve, Ag 	n advantage of Ag is

th	t it c	� be used to comp	re perform	nce across 

conditions for which different distributional assumptions 

may be necessary (Banks, 1970, p.85)," In order to 

avoid possible inaccuracies in determining Ag, (due to the 

effects of the width of the pencil line and the author’s 

degree of visu	l acuity), 	n error factor was allowed, 

and taken to be plus'or minus fifty squ	re millimeters.

Hence, conditions valued within fifty squ	re millimeters S

of e	ch other wore considered to be ties. T	ble 3, i

4
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Table 3 

Area Under the ROC Curve

Os A B C D E F G

B.UJ. 6752 6785 5610 6542 6194 7845 8302

Y.B. 6142 6945 6711 7116 6305 6534 6088

L .S . 8334 8726 8097 8408 8106 8416 8704

lYl.R, 7901 8995 7124 7299 7845 7693 7652

D.P. 7413 7747 6560 6946 7708 7138 7270

B.G. 6074 7407 7138 7357 5813 6882 6612

O.F. 7677 9046 9318 9602 9242 9608 9705

A.R. 6315 6316 5893 6192 6292 7854 ,7761

Os H I 0 K L m N

B.UJ. 7310 5609 5903 6591 8168 8438 6281

Y.B. 5742 7630 7759 7005 9172 9374 9280

L.S. 7850 . 6340 6497 6825 8779 8947 9183

lYl.R. 7223 7825 8095 7277 6615 6504 7264

D.P. 5667 5977 6019 6270 6537 6664 5742

B.G. 7494 6977 6718 6197 7142 6890 7062

O.F. 9527 9846 9920 9334 9554 9577 9800

A.R. 6225 5308 4881 5640 5855 5927 4758
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Practice Effects

less than 0^ =  0.05,

St�tistic�l Conclusion. Three times during the 

experiment, sessions A, E and K, each 0 performed simple 

cmm in the absence of any other experimental condition. 

In conclusion, there are no signific�nt practice effects.

Null Hypothesis. : there will be no practice

effect during the entire experiment, O's perform�nce

for detecting the presence or absence of the signal 

improves �s the number of tri�ls increase.
?!

St�tistic�l Test. Bec�use e��h 0 w�s �ssessed i

under different conditions (related samples) and because 

Ag is nonparametric (B���s, 1970), the nonparametric 

Friedm�n two-way analysis of v�ri�nce was chosen.

Rejection Region. The region of rejection consists 

of �ll values of which �re so large that the probability 

�ssoci�ted with their occurrence under Hg is equ�l to or

■ . ' M
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Table 4 

Practice Effects

Sessions

Observers A E K

1. . B.W. 6752 6194 6591
R��� 3 1 2

2. Y.B. 6142 6305 7005
R��� 1 2 3

3. L.S. 8334 8106 ■ 6825
R�nk 3 2 1

4. [Yl.R. 7901 7845 7277
R�nk 3 2 1

5. D.P. 7413 7708 6270
R�nk 2 3 1

6. B.C. 6074 5813 6197
R��k 2 1 3

7. O.F. 7677 9242 9334
R�nk 1 2 • 3

8. A.R. 6315 6292 5640
R��� 2.5 2.5 1

Rj 17.5 15.5 15

12/N.k (k+1) Rj - 3N (k+1) 

where IM = number of rows

k = number of columns 

Rj = sum of r�nks in column j 

= sum all k conditions

0.37 0.794 >  p <  0.967

3
1
.

■
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Experimenter Effects

Null Hypothesis. Hg: the experimenter has no 

effect on the experimental conditions, Hg: the experi

menter has an effect upon the performance of the Os.

St�tistic�l Test. Friedm�n two-way analysis of 

v�ri�nce. *

Rejection Region. The s��� region of rejection 

as for the practice effect (p. 77 ).

St�tistic�l Conclusion. In the Hicks, 1969, study 

the VCRs were more �ccur�te �t detecting the presence or ^

absence of signal than the cmm. After every 35 tri�ls

the Os were informed as to their perform�nce, e.g., "15 î
I

correct ClYim ��� 19 correct VCR." During the second half
'-iof the experiment, the experimenter incorrectly informed |l;
1

the Os as to their perform�nce, e.g., "now have 19 correct |

cmm and only 15 correct VCR." The experimenter's 

erroneous feedback was a deliber�te �ttempt to m�nipulate 

the O’s performance and to affect their results by 

inducing an artifici�l improvement in the Cfiim and/or � 

corresponding decrement in VCR. During the first h��f of 

the experiment the 0 was correctly informed as to his 

perform�nce, whereas during the second half of the 

experiment the 0 was deliber�tely misinformed as to his 

perform�nce.

In conclusion, there is no signific�nt experimenter 

effect for either the nonanchored or anchored task, Tables 

5 �nd 6.
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Table 5

Experimenter Effect I

Nonanchored

4
,t

MI
I

Os

Correct Feedback Erroneous Feedback v!

cmm 4 VCR cmm cmm + VCR cmm ÿ
1. B.UJ. 5510 6542 6194 5609 5903 6591 ^

R�nk 1.5 5.5 4 1.5 3 5 . 5  4»

2. Y.B. 6711 7116. 6305 7530 7759 7005 F
R��k 2 4 1 5 5

3. L.S. 8097 8408 8105 5340 6497 6825 %
R��� 4.5 6 4.5 1 2 3 Ty'

4. m.R. 7124 7299 7845 7825 8095 7277 4
R��� 1 2.5 4.5 4.5 5 2 .5  - |

5. D.P. 6560 6945 7708 5977 5019
•if

6270 %
R��� 4 5 6 1 2 3

6, B.G. 7138 7357 5813 6977 6718 6197
R��� 5 6 1 4 3 '  1

7. O.F. 9318 9602 9242 9846 9920 9334 &
R��k 2.5 4 1 5 6 2 -5  ^

8. A.R, 5893 6192 6292 5308 4881 5640 ;
R��� 4 5 6 2 1 3 g

Rj 24 .5 38.0 28.0 24.0 29 .0 24 .5

Xg = 5 .04 0 .50  >  p ^ 0.70

c il ix.' xi'-.. T f  i.
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Table 6

Experimenter Effect II

Anchored

Correct Feedback Erroneous Feedback

Os cmm VCR »- cmm cmm VCR + cmm

1. B.Ui.
R !k

7845
3

8302
5

7310
2

8168
4

8438
6

6281
1

2. Y.B.
R !"

6534
3

6088
2

5742
1

9172
4

9374
6.

9280
5

3• L.S.
R !"

8416
2

8704
3

7850
1

8779
4

8947
5

9183
6

4. m.R.
R !"

7693
5.5

7652
5.5

7223
3.5

6615
2

6504
1

7264
3.5

5, D.P.
R !"

7138
6

7270
5

5667
1

6537
3

6664
4

5742
2

6, B.G.
R nk

6882
2.5

6612
1

7494
6

7142 .
5

6890
2.5

7062
4

7. O.F.
R !k

9608
2.5

9705
5

9527
2.5

9554
2.5

9577
2.5

9800
6

8. A.R.
R !k

7854
6

7761
5

6225
3.5

5855
2

5927
3.5

4758
1

Rj 30.5 31.5 20.5 26.5 29.5 28.5
0.78 p <C 0.99

1

::t
W

V?

i

1
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Residu#$ Effects

Null Hypothesis. Hg: the sequence of experimental 

treatments has no effect upon the O's perform%nce, 

the sequence of experimental treatments does affect the ;'|f'

D 's perform%nce•

Statistic%l Test. Friedm%n two-way analysis of 

v%ri%nce.

Rejection Region. The s%me region of rejection .I|

%s for the pr%ctice effect (p.77).

St%tistic%l Conclusion. It is possible that with "%

different conditions or treatment effects for the same 

Os, there is % tr%nsfer effect from one condition or i
treatment to the next. Consequently, the experimental 

tasks were altered, without disturbing other parameters, 

in order to test for any residu%l transfer. Four 

different experimental sequences were divided between 

eight Os, Sessions one and two were similar for all Os.

T%ble 7 shows that there are no signific%nt 

residu%l transfer effects.

I
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T a b 1 e 7

Residu&l Effects

Sessions

Os 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

l.B.W. 5510 6194 7845 7310 5609 6591 8168 6281
R&nk 1.5 3 7 6 1.5 5 8 4

2,Y.B. 6711 6305 6534 5742 7630 7005 9172 9280
R&'( 4 2 3 1 6 5 7 8

3.L.S. 8416 7850 8097 8106 6340 5825 8779 9183
R&'k 6 3 4.5 4.5 1 2 7 8

4,m.R. 7693 7223 7124 7845 7825 7297 6615 7264
R&'( 6 4 2 7.5 7.5 4 1 4

5.D.P. 7138 5657 5550 7708 5537 5742 5977 6270
R&'( 7 1 5.5 8 5.5 2 3 4

6,B.G. 6882 7494 7138 5813 7142 7062 6977 6197
R&'( 3 8 6.5 1 6.5 5 4 2

7.O.F. 9318 9242 9608 9527 9554 9800 9846 9334
R&'( 2.5 1 6 4.5 4.5 7.5 7.5 2.5

8.A.R. 5893 6292 7854 5225 5855 4758 5308 5540
R&'k 4.5 7 8 5 4*5 1 2 3

Rj 34.5 ' 29 42.5 38.5 37.0 31.5 39.5 35.5

Xp = 2 75 0.90 >  p <  0.95

II

I
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Anchor Effects

Null Hypothesis. Hg; the presentation of an 

anchor point representing the O’s auditory, G N , cut-off 

point will not affect his perform)nce, Ag, when compared 

to other treatments when no anchor point was present, 

the presence of an anchor will improve the O’s 

perform)nce, Ag, when compared to treatments without the 

)nchor point.

St)tistic)l Test. The Sign test was chosen 

because the samples are related and the treatments being 

considered )re in pairs.

Rejection Region. Since predicts the direction 

of the' difference, the region of rejection is unidirectional* 

It consists of )*l values of X (where X is the number of 

minuses) whose one-tailed associ)ted prob)bility of 

occurrence under Hg is equ)l to or less than = 0,05*

St)tistic)l Conclusion. All Os received the 

following conditions: A, simple crfldfl, and 8, CMIYI with )n

anchor point, in the same sequence, A then B. Since all 

the Os had no previous knowledge of the VCR sc)*+ ),d h)d 

not experienced any other treatment, the first two 

sessions are unaffected by any other treatment. When 

the auditory )nchor is present the Os are signific)ntly 

(p = 0.015) better )t detecting the presence of signal 

from noise th)n when the anchor point is not available.

Î
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An auditory -./0or point does signific-ntly increase the 

O’s ability to sep-r-te signal from noise only. Twelve 

other treatments are paired for -nchored and nonanchored 

treatments, Table 8,

Table 8 

Anchor Effects

Conditions 

Correct feedback

1) CMM accompanied by VCRs 

Sessions C vs F

2) VCRs, Sessions D vs G

3) CMM unaccompanied 

Sessions E vsH

Erroneous Feedback

1) CMM accompanied by VCRs 

Sessions I vs L

2) VCRs, Sessions J vs M

3) CMM unaccompanied 

Sessions K vs !M

Probability

0.035

0.035

0.500

0.035

0,035

0.655

■‘ÏI

1
:ï

The presence of an anchor point signific-ntly 

increases the O ’s ability to detect the presence of signal 

from noise only for the VCRs -.1 the -ccomp-nying CMM. 

Since the Os were given each test treatment twice -.d 

since both testings, correct and erroneous feedback, have
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unaccompanied by 2 verb2l rating. However conditions A 

and B (anchor vs nonanchor) are signific2ntly different 

and at this st23e the Os h2d no knowledge of the verbal 

rating scale. The only difference between conditions A-B

and E-H, K-IM is the Os knowledge of the verbal rating 

scale. Possibly there is some retention of information 

from the Os’ knowledge of the VCR to the unaccompanied CMM.

VCRs Effects

Null Hypothesis. Hg: there is no difference 

between VCRs 245 the 2ccomp2nying CMM. Hg: the VCRs 26e 

better 2t detecting the presence of signal from noise only 

than the accompanying CMM.

St2tistic2l Test. Since the data is related to 

nonparametric p27rs the Sign test is chosen.

Rejection Region. H 5 predicts the direction of the 

difference, thereby the region of rejection is unidirect

ional. The region consists of 2ll values of X whose one

tailed associ2ted prob2bility of occurrence under H g is 

equ2l to or less than <^4= 0.05.

the s2me results, the effect of the anchor point can be
1

considered replic2ted. The unaccompanied CMM under both 

treatments, correct and erroneous feedback, never 

demonstrated a signific2nt anchor effect.

The 2nchor produces a signific2nt improvement in

the CMM and VCR detection accuracy except when CMM is T
.‘Î
T
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Table 9 

VCR Effect

Conditions Probability

Nonanchored

Correct feedback VCR(D ) > CMM(C) 0.004 ,

Erroneous feedback V C R ( J ) >  CMM(l) 0.052

Anchored

Correct feedback V C R ( G ) >  CMM(F) 0.500

Erroneous feedback VCR(M) >  CMM(L) 0.227

St8tistic8l Conclusion. F our times during the 

experiment CMM was accompanied by VCRs, T89le 2 (p.73),

In the nonanchored treatment, the VCRs 8re signific8ntly 

more accurate than their 8ccomp8nying CMM. However, 

when an anchor point is 8v8ilable for the CMM there is no 

signific8nt difference between the VCR 8:d CMM, T89le 9. ^

I

I

I
J
I

C8rry-over Effects
4

Null Hypothesis. Hg : when the 0 has conceptualized

8:d used the VCR sc8le, this knowledge does not affect the 

accompanying CMM nor is this knowledge utilized on '%

subsequent sessions when CMM is unaccompanied by VCR.

Hg : VCRs improve the 8ccomp8nying CMM detection accuracy 

and the O’s knowledge of this sc8;e 8ffects subsequent 

CMM tasks.

''A

. .
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Statistic<l Test. For the s<=> re<sons as

y
i

expressed under practice effect (p.77), < Friedm<n two- 

way analysis of v<ri<nce was chosen.

Rejection Region. S<me <s pr<ctice effects (p.77).

St<tistic<l Conclusion, Each 0 had four ClYllYl tasks -|

that were accompanied by VCR, In other words the 0 gave 

two responses for the same stimulus: (1) ClYllYl and (2) VCR.

After e<ch of the four ClYllYl t<sks <ccomp<nied by VCRs, e<?@

0 h<d < session of CMM that was unaccompanied by <Ay other 

response. If the VCR does improve the <ccomp<nying CMM, 

does this improvement continue for/during the next task?

By comparing the first two sessions, when the 0 did not 

have knowledge of the VCRs, to the subsequent tri<ls, it 

is possible to detect any effect due to retention of 

knowledge of the VCRs.

T<ble 10 shows that the VCRs do not signific<ntly 

influence the O ’s detection accuracy for the accompanying 

CMM nor do they subsequently affect other CMM tasks for 

the nonanchored tri<ls. However, it is necessary to 

determine if the presence of an anchor alters this 

conclusion. T<ble 11 shows that the VCRs do not 

signific<ntly influence the accompanied <nchored CMM nor 

does knowledge of the VCR later affect other CMM tasks. %
I
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TBble 10 

Carry-over Effects X

Nonanchored

Os

No Knowledge Accompanied Unaccompanied

A C I E l<

1. B.IU. 5752 5610 5509 5194 5591
RBCk 5 1.5 1.5 ■ 3 4

2. Y.B. 6142 6711 7530 5305 7005
RBCk 1 3 5 2 4

3. L.S. 8334 8097 5340 8105 5825
RBCD 5 3.5 1 3.5 2

4. m.R. 7901 7124 7825 7845 7277
RBCk 5 1 3.5 3.5 2

5. D.P. 7413 5560 5977 7708 6270
RBCD 4 3 1 5 2

6. B.G. 6074 7138 5977 5813 6197
RBnk 2 5 4 1 3

7. O.F. 7677 9318 9846 9242 9334
RBnk 1 3.5 5 2 3.5

8. A.R. 5315 5893 5308 5292 5540
RBCD 4.5 3 1 4.5 2

Rj 27.5 23.5 22.0 24.5 22.5

X2 = 0.90 p >  0.90

i

--LlLii-ii—  —  ' --- ----- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  j < ' '•' s'
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Table 11 

Carry-over Effects II

Anchored

Os

No Knowledge ■ Accompanied Knowledgable

B F L H N

1. B.u;. 6785 7845 8168 7310 6281
REFk 2 4 5 . 3 1

2, Y.B, 6945 6534 9172 5742 9280
REnk 3 2 4 1 5

3. L.S. 8726 8416 8779 7850 9183
REnk 3.5 2 3.5 1 5

4. m.R. 8995 7693 6615 7223 7254
REnk 5 4 1 2.5 2.5

5. D.P. 7747 7138 6537 5667 5742
REFG 5 4 3 1 2

6 • B.G. 7407 6882 7142 7494 7052
REFG 4 1 3 5 2

7. O.F. 9046 9608 9554 9527 9800
REFG 1 4 2.5 2.5 5

8. A.R. 6316 . 7854 5855 6225 4758
REFG 4 5 2 3 1

Rj 27,5 26.0 24.0 19,0 23.5

■'1 

• „i
. sf

i
%
4
<-

4
1

1
-I

J

= 1 . 0 5  p >  0 . 9 0
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Interaction Effects

set or a different binomiHl population.

So fHr only the presence of an auditory Hnchor 

has had any.effect upon the Os’ detection accuracy*

Practice hHs no effect,nor is there HIy residuHl transfer.

Also, the VCRs hHve no effect upon the Os’ performance, nor
Iis there H cHrry-over effect of the VCR strHtegy. Only 

the auditory Hnchor produced a significHnt improvement in 

the CiïlIYl and VCR,except when ClYllYl is unaccompanied by verbHl 

ratings. ConceivHbly,there is Hn interaction between 

the unaccompanied CiïlIYl and some other parameter. The 

pHrHmetric Hnalysis of vHriHnce could assess any inter- t|

action effect. In order to reduce the variHnce of scores 

for each 0, the Ags for similar conditions were averaged.

The first hHJK of the experiment was repeated with 

erroneous feedback, but the experimenter's erroneous 

feedback had no affect upon the Os’ performance. There

fore, the scores from the first hHlf of the experiment 

were combined with the scores of the second half in order 

to reduce each O's vHriHnce, Tables 5 HIL 6 (p,80).

In order to reduce the variHnce among the 

different Os an inverse sine transformation was calculated :$

for all scores (Ags), An inverse sine transformation was #

chosen since each O's scores hHd H different mathematicHl

1
ê
-i
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Table 12 

Interaction Effects

Conditions

No Knowledge Accompanied Unaccompanied
of VCR by VCR by VCR

Anchor Nonanchor Anchor Nonanchor Anchor Nonanchor

8 A F + L C + ■ I H + N E + K

Source of Sum of
VariMtion Squares d. f, (Ylean Square

VCR 0.214 2 0,107 0,91
Anchor 1.255 1 1.255 10,73 0,001
Interaction 0,156 2 0.078 0.07
Within 
Treatments .4,848 41 0.118

There is no interaction effect. Only the anchor is 

Mn influencing factor, (The analysis of vMriMnce only 

confirms the results of the nonparametric tests). The 

unaccompanied ClYlffl is not affected by the VCR nor by the 

auditory MNchor. Post experimental inquiry of the Os 

supports the conclusion that they did not use the verbal 

rating scale for their unaccompanied C1Y1IÏ1 tMOPQ The Os 

mMintain that they used a dichotomous system; either the 

EDS is present or absent^and not,e.g., sixty per cent certain 

the EDS being present. Possibly, on occasion, the Os do 

use the verbal rating scale and have subsequently confounded , 

the results.

II
'•i

:

II
:::

%
■i
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0 i scussio n

Cmfïl, analyzed by signal detection theory, is Rn 

indicRtor Rs to how humRns process auditory signals that 

are not affected by: (1) practice, (2) the experimenter,

(3) sequence of presentation, and (4) carry-over effects.

There RppeRrs to be R pRrtiRl resolution as to 

the kinds of difficulties humRns have in processing 

auditory stimuli. The 0 RppeRrs to hRve the most 

difficulty diRgnosing the auditory stimuli rRther thRS 

integrating the correctly perceived Ruditory information, 4IIf the 0 had difficulty integrating the auditory -I

information, the knowledge and use of the VCRs should 

have eliminated the difference between VCR RST the • .'i|

RccompRnying CiïlIYl, i.e., the better detection accuracy of 

the VCR should have affected the accompanying ClYlIYl, if the i

0 hRs difficulty integrating the auditory information.

However, this does not happen. Therefore, the 0 does 

not appear to have difficulty integrating auditory 

information. The difficulty seems to be that the 0 does 

not assign the correct value to the auditory signals, 

consequently the O's decision is bRsed upon a faulty 

diRgnosis of the Ruditory stimuli.

Whenever an auditory Rnchor is present the O's 

performRnce increases to the same level of accuracy as 

the VCRs, Fig. 4 (p.95). Since the auditory Rnchor is ï

not a mechanism thRt brings together or combines

I.',formRtion, rather, the anchor seems to aid the O's
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diUgnosis of the Uuditory stimuli* The Uuditory UVchor 

is the only condition that had an effect on the Os* 

performance. The meUns by which the Unchor aids diUgnosis 

of Uuditory signals is investigUted in experiment 2 (below).

When an auditory Unchor is present, there is Ulso |

a significUnt improvement in the VCR. This observUtion h
i

recurs in later experiments. Consequently, an attempted S

explanation will be deferred until all the evidence has 

been given.

'ÏI
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.70

X — ANCHOR 
O — NONANCHOR

.60
P r o p o r t i o n a l

D i s t a n c e

.50

.40

,30

KS

Fig. 4, The proportional distWnce between Ciïliïl conditions:
(a ) Cflfiril accompanied by VCRs, (V) Ciïtffi unaccompanied by WXY other 
response, (x) anchored, and (.) unanchored. Proportional dis
tWnces are determined for each 0 by assigning zero to his 
lowest Ag, one to the highest Ag WXd proportions to intermediWte 
vWlues of Ag. For exWmple, B.UJ, Anchored: Clïlffl (A) is sessions
F+L equals 16013, proportion is 0.87; VCR is sessions-G+ÎY1 
equals 16740, proportion is 1.00; CrfliYl(U) is sessions H+N equal 
13691, proportion is 0,45. Nonanchor: Ciïiiïl(A) is sessions
C+I equals 11219, proportion is 0,00; VCR is sessions D+3 
equals 12445, proportion is 0.22; CIYlftl(U) is sessions E+K equals 
12785, proportion is 0,28. All Os are treated similarly and a 
mean is determined for each group. MeWn values across all Os 
are plotted. Broken lines indicWted W significWnt difference; 
and continuous lines indicWte no significWnt difference. There 
is W significWnt difference between anchored and unanchored 
conditions, except for ClYllYl (U),

I

I
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Summary <,1
1

Experiment one has demonstrated the following:

1, There is no practice effect.
52, There is no experimenter effect. i|

3. There is no residuZl effect. 4

4. The presence of an auditory Znchor |
4

significZntly improves the detection . i

ZccurZcy of the CIYIM Z[d VCRs. '3

5. The VCRs cZ[ detect the presences oi 

signal from noise better thZn the 

accompanying CMM. This difference 

is erZdicZted when an auditory Znchor 

point is present by bringing the level 

of performance of the CIYIM condition up 

to that of the VCR condition.

6. There is no carry-over effect of the 

VCRs to other unaccompanied ClYiiYI tZ\]s.
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Chapter 5 3|
J

■

Experiment Two -4
:|
-"I

Introduction

One of the most immedi^te questions arising from
.ithe previous experiment is: why is the presence of.^n 4
'H

^uditory ^nchor so critic^l? Is it possible that the 

anchor point provides ^n external memory (pseudomemory) as 

to the loudness level the 0 has set for himself? - above 

which level are represented degrees of confirm^tion that 

EDS is pre.sent and below which ^re represented degrees of 

confidence that only noise is present. It m^_ be th^` 

the Os h^ve difficulty di^gnosing (assessing) their 

position on the loudness continuum due to a faulty memory 

for their cutoff point. N^tur^lly,the symbolic r^ting 

scale (VCR) would not have this difficulty. Whenever the 

anchor point (pseudomemory) is provided, one source of 

error (wrong selection of the cutoff point) is reduced ^ad '4

thereby perform^nce improves.

Questions arising from this hypothesis ^re: (1)

does the presence of the auditory ^nchor point affect the 

VCRs to the s^me degree ^s the CMIYI? (2) does the ^uditory 

^nchor cause an interaction between the VCRs ^ad ClYllYl?
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These questions can be answered by introducing a 

delay between the 0* s auditory bdjustments (the dependent 

varibble) and his bnchor point, Fig. 5.

EDS

GN

Delay

Anchor

VCR

Fig. 5, Sequence of experimental events.

The first condition is : the immedibte presentation

of the anchor point to determine the O’s optimbl performance. 

Other conditions would be the introduction of progressively 

longer delays between the GN adjustments and the reference 

point. Adopting the hypothesis thbc the buditory bnchor 

is serving as a pseudomemory for the 0, then one would 

expect performance (i.e., the O ’s bbility to sepbrbte 

signal from noise bs determined by Ag) to be less accurate 

as the time delay increases. This is becbuse the 0 needs

-Ï
•s

. 1 il:.-. ̂
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to retdin the auditory cutoff point in his own memory ‘‘I
Iover longer periods of time. If the dnchor is providing 

a pseudomemory for the O’s auditory cutoff point then his 

performdnce should deteriordte ds the delay increases.

The dbsence of auditory dechor point is the last 4

condition causing the 0 to depend entirely upon his own 

memory for the GN cutoff point.

1

Method

Subjects

Four mdles and three female Os were tested, none 

reported a history of otologic or neurologic disedse.

Appdrdtus

The dppdrdtus is outlined in the Method chapter ^

(p.62).

procedure

The procedures dre outlined in the Method chapter 

(p.53) def in Fig. 5.

Experimental Design

After the training session, the Os returned five 

times def were tested on four interpolated delays between 

the varidble GN and the auditory dnchor and one session 

when no anchor was present. The delay periods were;

(1) zero, (2) one second, (3) two seconds, (4) four 

seconds, and (5) no anchor present. The Os were informed 

as to their performdnce after every 35 tridls. A session -ii

was two hours long. Totdl experimental time wdg 84 hours* 'i
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Results
Data

ROC curves were constructed for the five delay '

periods. Then the area under the ROC curve, Ag, whs 

determined. When comparing Ag magnitudes h rhijk of 3

fifty squhre millimeters whs considered h tie due to 

possible counting errors.

Delay Effects on CIYIM

Null Hypothesis. Hq ; the delays between the |

dependent varihble (GN) and the auditory hnchor point 

will have no affect upon the CMIYl task. H% : increases 

in the length of the delay between the dependent varihble 

and the auditory hnchor point will result in a progressive 

décrémentai effect upon the 0*s ability to sephrhte 

signal plus noise from noise only.

Sthtistichl Test. Bechuse the dhth, Ag, is 

composed of more thhn two related samples and the data 

is of h nonparametric nature (Banks, 1970) with interval 

strength, the nonparametric two-why hnalysis of vhrihnce 

was chosen rather than parametric.

Rejection Region. The region of rejection 

consists of hll values of which hre so large that the |

probability hssocihted with their occurrence under Hq is 

equal to or less than 0.05.

,:3
- "■ i t - i L - t . *  t "C -1-i " t A  ..is,-î, -s..
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statisticml Conclusion. The mnem under the ROC 

curve, Ag, wmo determined for each delay (0, 1, 2, 4 

seconds and no anchor point) and these scores were ranked 

for each of the seven Os under the five conditions.

Scores mpd rmnks are given in Table 13.

Tmble 13 

Delay Effects on CdflM

Delays

Os Zero 1 SBC . 2 sec, 4 secs. No Anchor

1. N.M. 6920 7784 5528 5718 5367
Rmpq 2 1 4 3 5

2. G.M. 6715 5675 6265 6720 6396
Rmpk 1.5 5 4 1.5 3

3. R.L. 7901 6407 6404 5434 6013
Rmpq 1 2.5 2.5 5 4

4. R.I. 8255 8568 9093 7352 6788
Rmpq 3 2 1 4 5

5. C.T. 7482 7474 6852 5795 6489
Rmpq 1.5' 1.5 3 5 4

5. E.G. 8600 6429 7613 7140 5525
Rmpq 1 4 2 . 3 5

7. S.L. 7710 7637 6750 7083 5939
Rmpq ■ 1 2 4 3 5

Rj 11 18 20.5 24.5 31

i

= 12,63 0 . 0 0 1  >  p <  0.01
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Consequently, the null hypothesis, thrs there is 

no difference for the conditions, can be rejected with 

respect to location (mean rank) at the minimum 0,01 level 4

of significrnce.

For erch 0, r relative .proportion is determined 

for each of his scores. Zero (0) represents the lowest .c

score while one (1) represents the highest score. Between 3

scores are a proportion of the range. Thus, r delay of 

one second for N .lYI. is rssigned the value of one since it ÿ

hrs the largest Ag of 7784. Similarly, the no anchor 

condition of 5367 is rssigned the value of zero since it 

is the lowest Ag for N.M. Hence, the four second 

condition, 5718, is 0.15 of the totrt rruvwx two second 

condition is 0.07, the zero condition is 0.64. All the 

other Os’ data are treated in a similar manner and a mean 

is crlculated for each condition. Thereby no one 0 

unduly influences the relative distrnces between conditions.

The relative distrnces between conditions are averaged 

over the seven Os and plotted for each delay period,

Fig, 6, Results indicrte thrs the ruditory memory hrs 

r totrl span of about four seconds and a half life of 

1*5 seconds.
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1 0 0

,80
P r o p o r t i o n a l

6 0

D istance
.40

, 2 0

i

2 CXI

SECs

Fig. 5. The relative strength of the auditory 

memory ys y function of time.
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1

Delay Effects on VCRs

Null Hypothesis. Hq: there is no difference 

between the VCRs for the vzrious delays. Thzt is, 0 

will be able to separate signal plus noise from noise 

only, as determined by Ag, for each of the five delays 

with no décrémentai effect. H2 : with longer delays

between the UN and the auditory znchor, the 0*s VCRs 

will have a corresponding decrease in detection accuracy.

Stztisticzl Test. The dztz, Ag, is composed of 

more thzn two related samples,and the data is non

parametric with zn interval measurement and with zn 

extremely small sample size; consequently, a Walsh test F

was chosen.

Rejection Region. Only the last four Os give 

VCRs; consequently the sample size is extremely small.

The best possible level of significznce is = 0,062.

Therefore, no definitive znswer can be made to the 

hypothesis. Rz{her, zn indicztion as to the possible 

answer will be provided,

btztisticzl Conclusion, The area under the ROC 

curve, Ag, wz| determined for each delay: zero, one, two, 

four seconds and no anchor, for the VCRs. There wz| no

difference between zero, one and two.seconds delay; 

therefore, the three scores were combined to establish z 

more representative performznce for each 0, Table 14,
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T }ble 14

Delay Effects on VCRs

Delays

Os 0, 1, 2 secs. 4 secs. No Anchor

4. R.T, 8936 8016 7402

5 . C.T. 7333 5370 7063

6 . E.G. 6836 7739 6307

7. S.L. 8107 7920 5633

The W~lsh test for the difference between the short 

delays and the no anchor condition gives ~ prob~bility of 

Ü.G62, When the relative dist~nce between the means for 

each of the delays are plotted, Fig» 7, we find that the 

verbal memory has an undetermined total time sp~n, but its 

h~lf life is ~bout four seconds.

C~rry-over Effects between VCRs ~�d C(Y1SY1.

L~stly, is there ~ c~rry-over effect between VCR 

~�d CfiKYl during the different delay periods? This question 

has been answered in part in the 1969 study (Hicks, 1969 - 

see Appendix II). Briefly, when cmiYl was accompanied by 
VCR, the perform~nce of 0 to separate signal from noise 

only during Cfïlffl improved in comparison to CWFfl unaccompanied 

by VCR. There is ~n interaction between VCR ~�d CMftl. 

However, wh~� p~r~meter is being carried-over?

;l
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o— C M  M  [U] 
X— C M M  W  
A— V C R

P r o p o r t i o n a l
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D i s t a n c e
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Fig, 7. Ths relative strength of î (1) Cffim [Jj} 
unaccompanied by VCR, (2) CIYIPH [A] 
�ccomp�nied by VCR, ��d (3) VCR �s � 
function of time.
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In Fig. 7, there �re three functions. The first 

function is ClYllYl unaccompanied by ��y other response mode 

(data from IM.IYl., G.IYl., ��d R.L.). The h�lf-life for the 

�uditory memory is �bout 0.9 of � second. The second 

function shows the results from Os: R.I., C.T., E.G.,

��� S.L. Their CMM w�s �ccomp�nied by VCR. The h��f- 

life for the �ccomp�nied �uditory memory is ��out 3,1 

seconds. The third function also shows results from the • |

last four Os for the VCR, The VCR h�lf-life is �bout 

4 seconds.

T�ble 15

Memory h�lf-lives for VCR ��d ClYllYl

memory trace to the CIYIM. In other words, the O's 

intrinsic criterion as to his �uditory cutoff point 

becomes more stable (resist�nt to decay) when the ClYllYl is 

�ccomp�nied by VCR. Consequently,the 0 makes fewer wrong

Memory Half-life

Auditory (Me��) 1.5 seconds

Auditory (Unaccompanied) 0.9 seconds

Auditory (Accomp�nied by VCR) 3.1 seconds

Verbal * 4,0 seconds

The interaction between CMM and VCR m�� be c��sed, -i

in part, by a carry-over from the VCR of � more persistent
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decisions as to the loudness level of the GN. The 0 

could be regarded as having an unstable memory for his . i

�uditory cutoff point and the presence of VCRs �dds 

persistency to his �uditory memory.

Discussion
- >1

The auditory memory �ppe�rs to be �n entity th�� 

is unaffected by a variety of v�ri�bles (experiment one) , t

and to possess its own unique p�r�meters. Conceiv�bly 

there are as many different memories �s there �re information- 

response modalities. E��h one of the information-respohse 

memories h�s its own parameters, e.g., c���city, retriev�l 

mechanisms, encoding, half-life �nd interaction with other 

infermation-response systems.- This explanation would be
-A

parsimonious with miller's (1955) results that the digit�l 

memory span is seven plus or minus two digits, while Haber 

(1970) found that subjects could visu�lly recognize ten 

thousand different pictures. Simply^there is no grand 

design that is �pplic�ble to all information-response 

modalities.

Evidence from psycholinguistics lends support to 

the trend of evidence found in this study. Fillenboun 

(1965) tested rec�ll of sententi�l materi�l and found 

that subjects were more likely to preserve the memory for 

the gist of � sentence (its sem�ntic content) rather than 

recall its form�l (syntactic) fe�tures verb�tim. The 

me�ningful, semantic content, is ret�ined while syntactic -4

A F
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features tend to decay to a random level after only 27 

seconds (Sachs, 1957), "Form which is not relevant to 

the meaning is normally not retained," Even when 

sensory information has syntax, language, it r�pidly 

decays. When information lacks conceptual syntax, e.g., 

simple sensory stimuli, it dec�ys very r�pidly. Over

simplified, m�n’s auditory knowledge of the world he lives 

in is sem�ntic�lly coded and retained. All other forms 

of information rapidly decay.

Summ�ry

Experiment two has demonstrated the following:

1. When the auditory �nchor point is delayed in 

time there is � progressive but r��id 

decrement in performance,

2, The decrement of decay for the auditory memory

to its h�lf-life level is �bout 0.9 of �

second,

3* The half-life of the verb�l memory is �bout 

4.0 seconds.

4. The VCRs interact with the CMM.

5, The interaction causes the half-life of the

�uditory memory to increase to about 5.1 • 

seconds.

The results of this experiment support the 

postulate that the anchor point serves as pseudomemory 

for the O ’s cutoff point* Without the pseudomemory

    -=■- - ■ • J  ̂
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(anchor point) the O's cutoff point shifts throughout the 

session thereby causing errors to be made for the CMM. 

During this time the VCRs rem�in stable and consequently 

reflect a greater detection accuracy. When an anchor 

point (pseudomemory) is �v�ilable for the CMM, its 

detection accuracy is equ�� to the V.CRs. However, the 

O's memory for his cutoff point is rem�rk�bly short, 

about 0.9 of � second. In other words, the O's memory 

for his �uditory cutoff point decays within a second.

Note th�t the perform�nce for the verbal memory 

deterior�ted when there was a delay of information to the 

auditory memory. This finding plus the results from the 

previous ��� the next experiment will be discussed in 

chapter six (p.125).

,
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Chapter 6 

Experiment Three 

Introduction

The previous experiment demonstrated that inform

ation stored in the auditory memory dec�ys relatively 

rapidly, Auditory memory m�y sh��e similar properties 

with verb�l short-term memory. Petersen (1963 and 1965) 

defines verbal short-term memory in terms of forgetting, 

"The rapid forgetting could be ascribed to the short-term 

memory (p. 94)," Petersen attributes the r�pid 

forgetting to two factors, interference from similar

messages and decay (p, 95)," The �uditory memory does 

dec�y r�pidly but is it prone to interference from 

similar messages?

Method

Subjects
Two male and four female adults were tested, none 

of them reported a history of otologic or neurologic 

dise�se.

App�r�tus

The �pp�r�tus is outlined in the Method chapter

(p. 62 ).

:î
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Procedure

The procedure is outlined in the Method chapter 

(p, 63 ) and Fig. 5 (p. 93 )« The O’s perform�nce was 

maintained at an asymptotic level by offering 0.50 np for 

each correct response and penalized 0,50 np for each 

incorrect response. The 0 w�� informed as to his 

perform�nce after every 35 tri��s* After the tr�ining 

session the Os returned for four more sessions. E�ch 

session lasted two hours. Tot�l experimental time w��

60 hours.

Experimental Design

An interfering signal (GN) is interpolated between 

the dependent GN (the vari�ble stimuli) ��� the �nchor 

(replacing the delay period in Fig, 5). Four different 

interfering signals were randomly interpolated for a 

duration of one second, one interfering signal per tri���

As before, the �uditory �nchor is defined as the O’s 

auditory cutoff point for separating signal from noise 

��� oper�tionallydefined as the O’s fifty per cent response 

level. The interfering signals are also GN whose 

magnitudes �re; (1) ten, (2) forty, (3) sixty, ��d (4) 

ninety per cent level of responding. These levels were 

chosen in accordance with Nelson’s (1947) Adaptation- 

Level Theory (ALT).

■ A  ■t-'F-, ,,;A V i - y  y C
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The basic premise underlying ALT is th�� judgments 4

are made relative to �n internalized st�ndard (the AL) 4
■ -5

which roughly corresponds to the weighted logarithmic 

me�� of the entire series presented in an experimental 

session. A stimulus, therefore, may be above the AL in 

a context of lesser stimuli, but be below it when î
t

presented subsequently with stimuli of gre�ter strength. 4-
1

Judgments are based upon the comparison of each stimulus |

with the AL. Helson claims th�� judgments will differ 

for the s�me stimulus in varying contexts, "Adaptation 

level represents the zero of function, and, since it is 

�lways associ�ted with positive v�lues of stimulation, 

stimuli below as well as above level exert positive 

effects on behaviour (Helson, 1964 p.62-63)." Further

more, "intensity of response is � function of dist�nce 

from, or ratio of stimulation to, prevailing level;

The greater the magnitude of the r�tio or dist�nce, the 

steeper is the excit�tion gradient and the greater is the 

response (Helson, 1964 p.62-63)." According to ALT the 

effects of the interfering signals can be predic�ted.

In mathematic�l terms, the level of behaviour�l 

adaptation (A) is defined as a weighted product of the 

three classes of stimuli; foc�� (X), b�ckground (Y) and ^

residu�l (R) (Helson, 1959). The �nchor is the foc�� 4

stimulus which is �lways a constant (50 per cent level 

of responding). The v�ri�ble stimulus and any residu�l 

(R) is �ssumed to be fifty per cent due to the effects of

■4
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r¡ndomiz¡tion. The interference is b¡ckground (Y), 

The refore:

^10 h log X 4' i log V' + j log R

= 0,33 log 50 4- 0.33 log 10 + 0.33 log 50

^10 28.98 (The three classes of stimuli

^40 c 45.61 ¡re ¡ssumed to contribute

^60 52.25 equ¡l effects.)

Ago 59.68

Results

Data

ROC curves were constructed for the four different 

kinds of interference. The ¡re¡sunder the ROC curves 

(Ags) were then determined, Table 16, plus or minus 

fifty squ¡re millimeters is considered ¡n Ag tie due to 

possible counting errors.

Contextual Effects on Sensitivity

Null Hypothesis. Hg: the four interpolated GN 

interfering signals will not systematic¡lly affect the 

O's ¡bility to sep¡r¡te signal from noise. H^; Os' 

perform¡nce (Ag) will be detrimentally affected as the 

magnitude of the interfering signal increases.

St¡tistic¡l Test. E¡ch 0 w¡s ¡ssessed during 

four different conditions (related samples) and because 

Ag is nonparametric (B¡¢£¤, 1970), the nonparametric 

rriedm¡n two-way analysis of v¡ri¡nce was chosen.

A:
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Rejection Region. The region o.f rejection 

consists of ¥ll values of which ¥re so large that the 

probability ¥ssoci¥ted with their occurrence undor Ag is 

equ¥l to or less than < ^ = 0.05.

St¥tistic¥l Conclusion. The r¥ndomly presented 

interfering signals were arranged according to the four 

magnitudes. There ¥re no signific¥nt contextual effects 

for CMM nor for the VCRs, T¥bles 16 and 17 respectively.

T¥ble 16 

CMM Context Effects

Level of Interference

Observers 10^ 40#
i .........

GO# 90#

1. B.H, 6941 7493 7200 6931
R¥¦k 3.5 1 2 3.5

2. D.L. 6437 7579 6110 6364
R¥nk 2 1 4 3.

3. C.L. 7348 7807 7384 7549
R¥nk 3.5 1 3.5 2

4. D.R. 6439 5855 6336 6255
R¥¦§ 1 4 2 3

5. H.A. 6762 6591 6019 6926
R¥¦§ 2 3 4 1

6. M.G. 6152 6741 6635 6394
R¥¦§ 4 1 2 3

Rj 16 11 17.5 15.5

X? = 2.35 p = 0 .430

' -I .' j" ' . 1'.. 1.
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Table 17 

VCR Context Effects

Level of Interference

Observers 10^ 40# 60# 90#

1. B.H.
R¨nk

7996
4

8246
2 .5

8672
1

8244
2 .5

2. D.L.
R¨nk

7354
4

8099
1

7455
3

7601
2

3. C.L.
R¨©ª

8329
2

8428
1

7948
3

7820
4

4. D.R.
R¨©ª

6699
2,5

6460
4

6723
1

6644
2 .5

5. H.A.
R¨©ª

6870
2

6697
4

6734
3

7085
1

5. lYl.G.
R¨©ª

6158
4

7759
1

7432
2.5

7466
2.5

Rj . 18 .5 13 .5 13.5 14 .5

X2 = 1 . 7 0 .4 3 >- p 0.57

Contextual Effects on Base-line Shifts.

Null Hypothesis. Even though the interfering 

signals do not affect the O's sensitivity for sep¨r¨ting 

signal from noise, it is possible that the entire response 

continuum has been shifted ¨©d this is not detectable by 

signal detection theory. Hq : the- four interpolated GN 

interference signals will not systematic¨lly shift the Os'
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cutoff point (see Fig, 1), H2 ; the Os' b«se-line will

geometric«lly shift upw«rd «s the m«gnitude of the 

interference increases.

St«tistic«l Test. Friedm«n two-way analysis of 

v«ri«nce.

Rejection Region. Alpha is.0.05,

St«tistic«l Conclusion. The r«ndomly presented 

interfering signals were arranged according to the four 

magnitudes. Then a point in the response continuum is 

est«blished which h«s «n equal proportion of false alarms 

to misses. The «bsolute magnitude of this point is the 

d«¬« plus or minus a resolution factor. Finer 

discriminations than the resolution factors would be 

mathematic«l artif«cts since the meter reading could not 

be accurately determined within this r«®¯° There is 

no signific«nt auditory b«se-line shift. T«ble 18.
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Table 18 

ClïlIYi B±se-line Shift

Context

Os Resolution 
F actor

10# 40# 60# 90#

1. B.H.
R±²³

+ 10 210
4

220
2.5

245
1

221
2.5

2. D.L.
R±²³

i 5 171
4

192
1

186 • 
2.5

184
2.5

3, C.L.
R±nk

t 10 480
3.5

509
1.5

•475
3.5

500
1.5

4* D.R.
R±nk

t 10 185
4

194
2.5

201
2.5

210
1 .

5. H.A.
R±nk

t 10 190
1.5

180
3

165
4

195
1.5

6. lïi.G.
R±nk

i 10 207
2.5

208
2.5

203
2.5

210
2.5

Rj 19.5 13.0 16.0 11.5

X2 = 3,75 0.20 >  p < 0.30
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Discussion

One property of auditory memory is sh´red with 

the verb´µ short-term memory. Both memories dec´¶

relatively rapidly. Here the similarity ´ppe´rs to end.

Auditory memory does not appear to be affected by inter

ference from similar messages. This observ´tion is not 

unique. Other studies using simple sensory stimuli h´ve 

shown the same effect. It ´ppe´rs th´· the results of 

these studies h´ve been ignored. For ex´mple, Corso 

(1957) discusses ALT ´t consider´ble length but .does not 

mention the incompatible findings of Brown (1953) ´¸d 

D´vidson (1962). However, both Brown and Davidson chose 

to explain their results as minim´lly incompatible with 

ALT. Possibly Corso did not consider their observ´tions 

sufficiently relevant to be included.

Brown (1953) observed, in a weight discrimination 

task, that when Os were asked to pass him ´ he´vy tr´y 

between each series of tri´ls it did not seem to act as 

an anchor in that no contrast occurred. Nelson (1964) 

confirmed Brown's conclusions that a tray may be object

ively heavy,but if the size-weight illusion were operating 

it might be subjectively lighter th´¸ the density of the 

c´nisters used in weight lifting experiments. Both 

´uthors conclude that the stimuli must be objectively and 

subjectively similar. Contrarily, Tresselt (1965) found |

â
,̂ 3
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that heavy books could produce anchor effects,and von 

Wright ¹nd Mikkoren (1954) observed th¹t, when 0 was 

asked to help lift ¹ he¹ºy t¹ble this too produced ¹ 

typic¹l contrast effect*

Davidson (1962) found that an irrelevant anchor 

was ineffective in altering judgment. His stimuli were 

rect¹ngles of different size ¹»d illumination. When Os 

were exposed to an anchor which v¹ried in both height ¹nd 

illumination, but 0 had to judge only one of these 

attributes, judgment distortions occurred only when the 

relevant dimension was altered, hor example, when 

vari¹tions occurred in the height but the 0 h¹d to judge 

illumination no judgment distortions occurred. The 

results do not support Nelson’s theory of a pooling 

background effect.

The question remains:why was there no context 

effect as predicted by ALT? Os reg¹rded interfering 

stimuli ¹s irrelevant to their judgments; and conse

quently they effectively ignored any intruding stimuli. 

Nelson's ALT is not compatible with this finding. Also, 

ALT predicts, "the gre¹ter the m¹gnitude of the r¹¼io or 

dist¹nce, the steeper is the excit¹tion gradient and the 

greater is the response." The r¹tios of beh¹viour¹l . 

¹d¹pt¹tion, as previously determined are: (1) 1:1,

(2) 1:1.57, (3) 1:1.80, ¹»½ (4) 1:2*05. I he experimental 

ratios ¹re: (1) 1:1, (2) 1:1.05, (3) 1:0.99, ¹»d (4)

1:1.01. (p.114)

■ /
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The only way in which Nelson's equation could be 

made compatible with the present experimental data is by 

eliminating factor, i log Y , the background factor.

Furthermore,the Os had the greatest difficulty with 

interfering signals of a magnitude in close proximity to 

the ¾nchor rather than to the extremes, Fig. 8. This 

experiment does not demonstrate a pooling effect of the 

signals.

h LT confronts other incompatibilities. Ellis 

(1972) used eight Os to m¾ke ¾uditory judgments by, 

"comparing two objectively equal stimuli with ¾nchors 

preceding, interpolated between, or following the pair.

The results suggest that proactive contrast rather than 

retroactive ¾ssimilation accounts for the usual inter

polated condition."

Fig. 8 shows th¾t OiYllYl and the VCRs follow a 

similar pattern. A Spe¾rm¾n R¾¿k Correlation Coefficient 

was calculated to determine the degree of associ¾tion 

between CP# and VCRs ¾cross the four levels of interference. 

With only four categories the correlations must be perfect 

to reach a signific¾nt level. The trend itself is 

noteworthy (see Table 19) and offers one added bit of 

information that will be discussed in the next chapter.
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Fig. 8, Contextual effects on CMM.
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Table 19

Spearman RÀÁÂ

Correlation -Coefficient

Observers r8

B.H. 0.48

D.L. 0.40

C.L. 0.32

D.R. 0.74

H.A. 0.80

m.G. 0.95

MeÀn 0.60

SummÀry

Experiment three has demonstrated the following:

1. When four different magnitudes of interfering 

signals are interpolated between the mani

pulated GN and its ÀÁchor, the interfering 

signals cause neither À significÀnt change

in the Os' sensitivity nor , a shift

in the response continuum. The results 

do not support Helson's ALT.

2. The VCRs thÀÃ ÀccompÀny the above CMM-also 

demonstrate no significÀnt change for the 

four different interpolated signals.
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3, inhere contextual effects do occur, the

interfering signals adjacent to the anchor 

cause the greatest difficulty. AgÄin the 

results do not support Helson's ALT.

4. There is Ä nonsignificÄnt positive 

correlation between the CMM and the VCRs.



Chapter 7 

Discussion

The purpose of this chÅpter is to review the 

fÅctors of Åuditory information processing manifested in 

this study. BÅsed upon the evidence a cybernetic model 

has been formulated. Subsequently^ each component in 

the system will be delineated in relationship to 

prevÅiling evidence.

Review

The previous experiments have demonstrated the 

following :

1, CM(Y) as an indicÅtor of how humÅns process 

auditory information is ÅppÅrently un

affected by practice effects, cÅrry-over 

effects, residuÅl transfer effects and 

experimenter effects,

2, The Os have more difficulty diÅgnosing 

(recognising the value of the information) 

than integrating the auditory information.

3, The VCRs cÅn separate signal plus noise 

from noise only, better than CiYlM.
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4. When an auditory ÆÇchor is ÆvÆilable for 

the CIYIM, the CMÎY1 is Æs ÆccurÆte Æ response 

mode as the VCRs.

5. The presence of the auditory Ænchor not 

only improves the detection of signal 

from noise for the CMM but ÆÈÉÊ improves 

the detection accuracy for the VCRs.

6. When a delay period is interpolated 

between the CIYIM and the auditory ÆÇchor, 

the detection of signal from noise is 

progressively impÆired Æs the delay 

period increases.

7. Consequently, the half-life of the 

Æuditory memory when unaccompanied by 

the VCRs is less than one second. When 

the CIYIM is ÆccompÆnied by the VCRs the 

hÆlf-life of the Æuditory memory increases 

to about three seconds. Therefore,the 

VCRs retÆrd the decÆy of the Æuditory 

memory ÆÇË mÆke the memory of the Æuditory 

signal more persistent than when the ClTiM

is unaccompanied by the verbÆl rating task. 

Thus,VCR Ædds persistency to the auditory 

memory.
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8* The detection of signal from noise for the 

VCR ÌÍso decreÌses Ìs the interpolated 

auditory delay becomes progressively 

longer. The hÌlf-life for the VCRs is 

ÌÎÏÐt four seconds,

9, When interfering signals are interpolated■ 

between the CMIYI and the auditory Ìnchor, 

they have no affect upon detection 

reliÌbility,

10, There is Ì positive correlation between 

the G ’s CIYIM and his VCRs response modes,

Single-Channel Processor 

Three findings, one from each experiment, have 

not been discussed. In experiment one, an auditory 

Ìnchor improved performÌnce, including the VCRs, Why 

should an auditory Ìnchor improve the symbolic processing 

of the VCRs? In experiment two, when a progressively 

longer delay was introduced between the manipulated GN 

and the auditory Ìnchor, CM1Ï1 detection was correspondingly 

impÌired, but the ÌccompÌnying VCRs were Ìlso impÌired.

Why should a delay interval in the auditory system Ìffect 

VCRs? In experiment three, there was a positive 

correlation between performance in the CiTlIYl and the VCR*

One explanation accounts for all three findings, i.e., 

thÌÑ Ìuditory information passes through a single-channel 

processor (Townsend, 1971), VCRs Ìre dependent upon the
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processing of the auditory information, (A VCR feedbÒck 

loop also exists but will be discussed later.) Hence, 

if Òuditory processing improves so does the VCR, Òs in 

experiment one. Conversely, if Òuditory processing is 

impÒired, the VCR is ÒÓso impÒired, Òs in experiment two. 

Processing of information occurs in stages (i.e. seriÒlly). 

Consequently, successive operÒtions are dependent upon 

the completion of previous stÒÔÕÖ. This interpretation 

agrees with other theories of information processing.

BroÒdbent (1958 Ò×Ø 1971) regÒrds the conscious 

information processing capabilities of the central nervous 

system as functioning as a single channel processor, 

Broadbent's conclusion was reached by analysing the limited 

trÒnsmission rate of information through a verbal, symbolic, 

recognition or recall system. Such Ò limit is labelled 

the information processing "capacity" of the chÒ×nel.

Even though the present paper does not assess "capacity", 

it gives Òn experimental attempt to analyse how humans 

function in terms of the flow of information within the 

human being,

fhe topic of Ò single-channel processor reawakens 

a classic Ò×Ø still unsolved problem: whether attention

can be truly divided between two tasks, or whether it 

Òlternates rapidly between one and the other (Woodworth 

and Schlosberg, 1954). Some work (MowbrÒy, 1954) hÒs 

been done in the area of interaction of two simultaneous 

tasks which is of importÒnce here, since the Os performed 

both CMM and VCR within the same triÒÓÙ However, the Os
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first performed the CMM tÚÛÜ ÚÝÞ then the VCR tÚÛk - 

seriÚl tasks, Whereas most studies on divided Úttention 

have employed simultaneous tasks - parallel tasks. ■ 

MowbrÚy's (1954) subjects were required to 

report on passages of letters, digits or prose presented 

either visuÚlly or aurally. The subjects could not ■ 

adequately function with two different streams of 

information at the same time, one presented to the ear 

and the'other to the eye. "The effects seemed clearly 

to be the result of an overloading of some central 

mechanism, ÚÝÞ it is reÚsonable to suppose that the 

impÚirment was due to the single channel being captured 

by data from one task at a time, to' the exclusion of data 

from the other (UJelford, 1958 , p.132)."

Assuming a single-channel processor, the effect 

of two tasks is thÚß the primÚry tÚsk, when given alone, 

does not totally occupy the single channel* There is 

spÚre cÚpÚcity into which the secondary task can, within 

limits, be fitted. "PerformÚnce is impÚired when this 

spÚàá cÚpÚcity is insufficient .... the problem becomes 

essentiÚlly one of queueing by signals from the two tasks 

(UJelford, 1968, p.134),"

UJelford* s conclusions are based upon Mowbray's 

study where the secondary task added to a primÚry tÚÛÜ

Únd the resulting performance is impÚired. But the 

results of Brown (1957) ÚÝd Conrad (1955) on the effects
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of pacing raise the question as to whether capacity 

increases under pressure of speed,. For exâmple, heart 

rate regularity increases with the load imposed by â 

second task, associâted with ân apparent increase in 

.châãnel capacity (Kâlsbeek and et al,, 1964 and 1957),

So fâr no one has observed an augmentation of the 

primâry tâäk (CMM) by the introduction of a secondary 

task (VCR). The âugmentation of the primâry tâäå is 

presumâbly due to the secondary task (VCR) interacting 

with the memory of the primâry tâsk (CPflM), thereby causing 

the auditory memory to be more persistent. The inter

action appears to be a negative feedbâck pâth from the 

VCR to sensory memory, thereby making the auditory memory 

more persistent against decay. However, the cited 

studies used â pârâllel experimenal task whereas in this 

investigâtion a seriâl task was used.

Cybernetic Model 

The simplest cybernetic problem is the "direct" 

problem, where the input, the laws, and the properties âæe 

given and the problem is to predict the output. The 

"converse" problem is one sort of problem encountered by 

physiciâns where the law, properties âãd output âre given 

and the problem is then to determine input. The "inverse" 

problem is when the input, law and output are given and 

the aim is to determine values for the system properties. 

The final type of problem is one in which, given only the
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input and output one is then asked to determine the law 

and properties of the system. "This inductive or 'black 

box’ problem is the most difficult of all and provides the 

bçsis for the solution of the others. It is the problem 

faced by the scientist (Grodins, 1953, p.2),"

The purpose of this section is to design a signal 

flowgraph of auditory information as it is processed by 

the 0. The reçson for using a signal flowgraph form is 

thçè it provides ç "degree of insight into system 

behaviour, fçr exceeding that obtained by mere algebraic 

mçnipulations ^Porter, 1959, p.93)*" Of equçl importçnce 

is the broçé conceptual perspective çs to "how this humçn 

system manages to be self-stabilizing in the presence of 

a multiplicity of disturbçnces of all kinds is fçr beyond 

the present status of control theory to explain (Porter, 

1959, p.123-4),"

Fig. 1 shows thçt the Os' environment and task 

never changes, and that only the Os' çccess to çuxiliçry 

information is mçnipulated. Experiment three demonstrated 

that in the particular situçtion, the auditory memory for 

ç specific stimulus magnitude wçs not susceptible to 

interference from messages of a similar nature. Conse

quently, in this situçtion, there must be a filter in the 

system that regulates the types of information to enter 

other components, e.g., memory. The filter must be one 

of the first components in the system otherwise interference 

would have an effect, which it does not. The filter is

' I
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probably capable of being programmed, or sot, by the 0 

according to his understanding of the experimenter's 

instructions.

The decision-making apparatus adjusts the GN 

louder or softer in comparison to some predetermined 

level. This predetermined level is mêintained in memory. 

Experiment one demonstrated that the decision-making 

apparatus was making errors in diêgnosing the information* 

The diêgnostic error wêë trêced to ê memory where the 

êuditory signals decay very rapidly, as in experiment two.

Experiment two also demonstrated that when the 0 

performed the VCR têsk the cognitive process provides 

feedbêck to the êuditory memory which retêrds its decêìí

Fig. 9 shows the complete signal flowgraph. In the 

flowgraph the O's environment consists of the EDS êîï the 

vêriêble GN. The EDS is êlways in one of two states - 

signal or noise only. Upon reception, the GN input is 

immediêtely filtered,allowing the passage of only those 

components of the message which êre considered relevant 

to the task situêtion. Selected GN components then 

enter into both the decision-making process and into a 

memory bank for future reference. The decision is 

trênsformed into a response by the adjustment of the 

loudness level of the GN. The decision-making process 

is recycled during the triêðí For exêmple, if the 0 

chênges his decision as to the presence of the EDS or its 

subjective mêgnitude, this decision is only one of three
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factors which mñò ñccount for an adjustment in the 

loudness of the GN. The other two fñctors ñre: (1) the

loudness of the incoming relevant GN, and (2) the memory 

of the auditory cutoff point. Whenever the VCRs ñre ñn 

added task, the performance of this tñsk occurs ñfter the 

ñuditory signal has been processed, but the VCR ñóôõ

provides feedbñck to the ñuditory memory resulting in an 

increased stability ñgñinst its decñò.

Subsequent sections will discuss the system’s 

components, namely the auditory memory ñöd its filter, in 

detail.

Auditory Memory 

Neisser (1967) infers a short-term auditory memory 

(labelled echoic memory) from the ñnalysis of speech 

perception, "Since the auditory input is ñlways extended 

over time, some kind of transient memory must preserve it 

long enough for the processes of speech perception to 

operate. ÷ s  long as the ‘echoic* memory lasts, the 

listener can select portions of its contents for speciñl 

attention (p.199)," Neisser bñses his hypothesis on the 

notion of analysis-by-synthesis interpretation of speech 

perception. This notion assumes the existence of a 

simple stimulus-sample-hole mechanism which compñres 

other templates from memory until one approximñtely fits 

the sñøple, "... The listener's preliminary speech 

analysis mñò pick out ñ few distinctive feñtures or
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Fig. 9, Signal flowgraph.
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syllables which suggest ù tentative ùúûwer; vùrious 

related words are then synthesized until one of them fits 

(p.196)." From this ùssumption Neisser fùbricùtes 

echoic memory. "Auditory information is ùlways spread 

out in time; no single millisecond contains enough 

information to be very useful. If information were 

discùrded ùs soon as it ùüüived, heùring would be all but 

impossible. Therefore, we must ùssume thùý some ‘buffer’ I

some medium for temporùry storùge is ùvùilable in the 

auditory cognitive system (p.199)" - echoic memory.

Neisser’s echoic memory corresponds to what Williùm Dùmes 

(1890, p.543) cùlled "primùry memory" but is ùþso similar 

to "iconic" storùge; both terms represent preliminary 

and transient storage mechanism for incoming information.

However, Neisser mùkes no statement regarding the exact 

duration of echoic memory.

Perhùps the most direct ùttempt to meùsure the 

durùtion of echoic memory wùû mùÿ� by Guttmùn and Dulesz 

(1963), A computer blended repetitive segments of white 

noise in order to test whether the subject would observe 

the repetition. Repetitive cycles of a second or less 

were noticed by the subject while repetitive cycles longer 

than one second were not noticed.

The decùy of echoic memory wùû ùþûo meùsured by 

Pollack (1959), The messùge wùû one of 31 alternative 

words presented at a fixed signal-to-noise rùtio. After
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delays of one, two, four, eight �nd sixteen seconds the 

number of alternatives w�s reduced to two by giving the 

subject a pair of words to choose. Perform�nce levelled 

off after about four seconds,

Eriksen and Johnson (1964) had subjects read a 

novel and on occasion a tone was presented. After � 

delay period the lights went out and the subject was 

queried �s to the presence of the tone. The fifty per 

cent detection level was reached after a delay of 3,5 

seconds.

Fr�isse (1956 ��� 1963) in extensive studies of - 

rhythmic structure reports th�t the intertap interval of 

the rhythm seems to dis�ppe�r entirely when the taps are 

about two seconds apart,

A. Treism�n (1964) makes a distinction between 

segmented and unsegmented materi�l in echoic stor�ge.

Her subjects did not expect two messages presented to 

them to be the same. They were told that the one was 

irrelevant and only a distr�ction to be ignored. In 

successive tri���, the time lag between the two messages 

was systematic�lly reduced from 6 seconds to zero. At 

some point, every subject noticed th�� the two mess�ges 

were identic�l. When the shadowed message preceded the . 

irrelevant one, the average lag at which identity w��

noticed w�s 4.5 seconds. Wh�n the irrelevant message 

was leading, it w�� only 1,4 seconds. freism�� 

postulated that the two values represented two different
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kinds of memory. Echoic stor�ge for unsegmented and 

unattended materi�l lasts only one or two seconds, while 

segmented memory survives much longer.

in. Treism�n and Howarth (1959) presented a. very 

low intensity tone on a random schedule. On randomly 

selected tri�ls a warning stimulus followed the tone after 

a fixed interval. The subject h�d to report if � tone 

had preceded the warning stimulus. In this w�� they 

showed th�	 �n uncoded sensory input could be retained for

0.5 to 1 second,

[ïi�ss�ro (1970 �
� 1971) h�s presented evidence for 

an auditory im��e which persists for � short time �fter � 

tone has been presented. The subjects were �ked to 

classify the pitch of � 20 msec test tone as high or low, 

and it w�s found that the subjects' perform�nce was 

imp�ired by � preceding masking tone at an interstimulus 

interval up to about 250 msec. Unfortunately, these 

results have an alternative explanation which does not 

assume sensory storage, namely that the masking tone adds 

vari�nce to the judgmental processes at an early 

vulnerable period,

lYI, Treism�n and Rostron (1972) attempted to test 

the hypothesis of echoic memory by �d�pting Sperling's 

visu�l procedure to audition. In this experiment the 

subjects were seated opposite three loudspeakers.

Stimulus one consisted of � set of three simultaneously 

presented tones from a possible six. After � delay

. -'y
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interval, an independent stimulus two set was presented.

A probe tone, presented after the second set, from a 

fourth speaker was one of the six tones. The subjects 

h�d to report in which set or sets �nd through which 

spe�ker(s) similar tones had been delivered, A delay 

interval of 0, 400, 800, or 1500 msec w�� interpolated 

between the offset of set two and the onset of the probe. 

The results.obt�ined are analysed in terms of signal 

detectability. The �uthors conclude there is �n echoic 

memory whose contents are lost in about one second. 

However, �s the �uthors suggest, t-he six frequencies �re 

very e��� to code verb�lly. Therefore, their results 

could be contaminated by verbal short-term memory effects.

T�ble 20 is � summ�ry of the studies �ttempting 

to assess the duration of the auditory (echoic) memory.

The me�n duration of auditory (echoic) memory for �ll the 

studies is 1.5 seconds, ranging between 0,25 to 4 seconds. 

Experiment two in this p�per determined that the half-life 

of the �uditory (echoic) memory w�� Under one second and 

reached an asymptotic level after 4 seconds, see Fig. 7.
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1 able 20

Studies on Auditory (Echoic) Memory

Investig�tors

1. Buttm�n &
Oulesy (1963)

2. Pollack (1959)

3* Eriksen &
Johnson (1964)

4. A. Treism�n
(1954)

5. M . Treism�n & 
Howarth (1959)

5. (D�ss�ro (1970-71)

7. Fr�isse (1956,53)

8. M, Treism�n & 
Rostron (1972)

Materi�l

GN

Words

Tone

Vocal 
(unsegmented) 
(segmented)

T one

T one

Tapping
Rhythm

T ones

Duration

length 1 sec

asymptotic 
level 4 secs.

h�lf-life 
3,5 secs.

Me�surement

Per cent 
correct

Per cent 
correct

Per cent 
correct

length 1,4 secs. Time
length 4,5 secs. Time

length 0,5-1 sec. Signal
Detection

length 250 msec. Time

length 2 secs* Time

length 1 sec Signal
Detection

Auditory (echoic) memory would appear to have 

implic�tions for other memory mechanisms ��� their related' 

theories* The oper�tional definition of verbal, symbolic 

short-term memory (STM) is r�pid forgetting. There �re two 

�ntagonistic theories �s to the c���� of r��id forgetting 

in STM: (1) Decay theories �ssume th�t the contents of STM

d 1 o0 ppoar sponI’.�noous 1 y , un 1 oss tho inf ormation is 

tr�noforrod to long-1orm momory t]eforo tho
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period of dec�y runs out (Broadbent, 1971, p.10), ��d (2) 

Strength theories (Wickelgren and Norman, 1956) provide � 

m�them�tic�l description of the displacement of contents 

in STM. In other words,the contents of STM are pushed 

out by incoming information.

Both theories could be assessing STM only, but the 

possibility �lso exists th�t different experimental pro

cedures could, to varying degrees, involve auditory (echoic) 

memory �s well. Hence, the memory seems to dis�ppe�r 

spontaneously, if the experimental procedure was parti�lly 

measuring auditory (echoic) memory. However, if the 

experimental procedure was minim�lly involved with the 

�uditory memory the STM contents seem to be displaced.

The third possibility is th�� both theories �ssess STM 

�nd/or its interaction with the �uditory (echoic) memory,

Fliter

The term filter has many overlapping meanings and 

sometimes contradictory interpretations. Possibly, 

experiment three might’ provide some useful information as 

to alternative selective mech�nisms. In this section, I 

would like to speculate as to what this mech�nism might be,

Bro�dbent (1971) assumes that the hypothetic�l 

filter can be "tuned" by the 0 to any one of a large 

number of "channels". The filter will only pass inform

ation from the particular channel to which it is tuned. 

Bro�dbent feels that responses to several channels
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simultaneously are possible when the rate of information 

flow is low. ■ Oro�dbent’s filter operates by selecting 

thoso stimulus ovonto which possess somo common foaturo 

and passing on all other features of those ouonts to tho 

limited c�p�city system for �nalysis. This hypothetic�l 

filter was developed from the analysis of symbolic 

processing. However, Bro�dbent*s approach has a good 

deal in common with the one adopted here; in fact, his 

phr�se "the flow of information in the organism" sums up 

Neisser's definition of cognitive psychology and the 

underlying goal of this p�per. I ���� sh��e Neisser’s 

scepticism of Bro�dbent’s emphasis on the value of 

information measurement. "He (Bro�dbent) argues that 

the cognitive mech�nism must h�ve � finite informational 

capacity - in terms of bits per second - and that filtering 

mechanisms �re needed if their c�p�city is not to be 

overloaded. This is surely true in some sense but it 

does not help us to understand the mechanisms in question 

(filter). One might �s well say that the heart, which 

pumps only about 100 cc of blood per stroke, has limited 

c�p�city comp�red with � fire engine. This would also be 

true, but by itself would be of little help in understand

ing the physiology and ‘hemodynamics’ of the he�rt 

(Neisser, 1967, p.208)." Perh�ps it is for this re�son 

that Broadbent*s latest book, 1971, has emphasised flow 

charts rather than bits,�nd probabilistic functionalism 

r�ther th�n determinism.
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Broadbent’s 1971 book shares a basic philosophic l 

approach with this p per. His  ppro ch in 1958 w s 

deterministic,while his first 1971 modific tion (p,12) 

was to probabilistic functionalism. St tistic lly this 

 ppro ch considers: (1) stimuli  s populations, Brunswik,

1955; (2) neurons as populations, Crozier, 1940;  nd

(3) responses as populations, Thurstone, 1927. Hence,

Broadbent considers stimuli "not determinated information, 

but rather ’evidence’ about the outside world (1971, p.12}." 

"Brunswik stressed th t even very good cues carry only 

probabilistic information about the dist l objects 

(Sjoberg, 1971, p.31)."

N tur lly probabilistic stimuli imply selective 

perceptions. iYlan faces a large mass of varied information 

which is impossible to cope with in its entirety; con

sequently, he tends to pick out some elements from it.

During the 1950s   number of experiments were performed 

on selective perception in hearing and it w s from these

studies th ! the concept of filtering was developed. ;|' -1■i
Bro dbent (1958  "d 1971) h d postulated a "filter'.’ -;j

between the sense-organ and the central mechanisms I:i
responsible for identific tion, which c n block off signals j

1so as to pass only those with cert in physic l character- J

istics or those from   p rticular sense organ (Fig. 10) 

This postulate finds support in the present study, but 

Broadbent's description of the filter's selectivity is 

not extensive enough to account for the implic tions of
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the present results. The interfering signals in this 

c#$% h#d the s#me physic#l characteristics #s the mess#ge 

#s well as impinging upon the same sense organ. But the 

0 w#$ still able to filter out any signal he deemed 

irrelevant (conditional upon his sensory capability to 

determine which segment of the message was irrelevant).

In experiment three yellow illumination occurred when the 

interfering signal was presented. The yellow light 

identified th#& segment of the message that was irrelevant. 

If the yellow light h#d not been presented the 0 would 

have probably identified tr#nsitions in auditory loudness, 

or seri#' classific#tions, or both, UJalford (1958) st#tes, 

"... it is not enough to postulate a filter acting only on 

the input from the various sense organs and capable of 

discriminating against simple sensory categories .... there 

must be some mech#nism f#cilit#ting or inhibiting categories 

of identific#tion (p.102)."

This is prob#bly true when considering symbolic 

processing,but very effective filtering is #ccomplished • 

before the memory component. Consequently,we have been 

forced to develop two filters. One filter would perhaps 

act on the input to the sense organs (probably governed by 

efferent selectivity) #(d # second filter would determine 

what.enters into symbolic short term memory #)ter some 

symbolic processing has occurred. Here we #re concerned 

only with the former filter.
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STORE OF 
CONDITIONAL 
PROBABILITIES 
OF PAST EVENTS

LIMITED CAPACITY CHANNEL 
(P  SYSTEM)

SYSTEM FOR VARYING 
OUTPUT UNTIL SOME 
INPUT IS ^ELECTED

EFFECTORS

Fig. 10« A di*gr*m of the flow of information
within the nervous system, as conceived 
by Bro*dbent (1958 *+, 1971).
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This investig-tion helps to bridge the g-p between 

sensory perception and informât!on.processing. The dis

cussion section of experiment three has already demonstrated 

the inadequacies of Nelson's -d-pt-tion level theory to 

account for the experimental findings. Nelson states 

"even the simplest sensory experiences are more or less 

complex, containing focal, contextual, and organic 

components. The pooled effect of these three classes of 

stimuli determines the adjustment or adaptation level 

underlying all forms of behaviour (1954, p ,37)."

Experiment three found that the Os are capable of rejecting 

any stimulus that is irrelevant to their decision-making.

The sensory filter precedes auditory (echoic) 

memory. The sequence of events in experiment three were;

(1) seven seconds of vari-ble GIM indic-ted by - green 

light, (2) one second of interfering GN indic-ted by - 

yellow light, (3) seven seconds for the auditory -nchor 

indic-ted by - red light, (4) repe-ted interference, and 

(5) seven more seconds of vari-ble GIM. Also, experiment 

two demonstrated that the half-life of the -uditory (echoic) 

memory is less than one second. If -n interfering signal 

entered into auditory memory it should have a measurable 

effect. Since this does not occur some mechanism must 

block its entry. Even though Uielford uses different terms 

to summarise his ch-pter, which is b-./d m-inly on data 

from verbal ■ experiments, his general conclusion is m-rkedly 

similar to that indic-ted by the results of experiment
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three. "Looking at perceptual identific0tion in broader 

perspective, we c0n think of each object seen or event 

which occurs 0s pre0ctiv0ting potenti0l identific0tion 

and responses for other likely objects and events which 

will, in consequence, when they arrive be re0cted to more 

quickly than if they h0d occurred in isolation - in common 

parlance the subject knows what he is looking for and 

tends to ignore other things (p.104)."

Possible interpretations of the auditory filter 

involve: (1) selective perception, (2) filter attenuation

and,(3) selective 0ttention. .None of the headings are 

separate entities. Bro0dbent's filter does not account 

for the ability of names, probable words, and identic0l 

meanings,in the rejected message to force themselves on 

the subject's 0ttention; he must be listening to it in 

some sense. For these re0sons both Moray (1959) 01d 

Deutsch 01d Deutsch (1963) find it necessary to assume 

that all inputs are analysed rather completely, with 

filtering or selections taking place only subsequent to 

the analysis. This solution is unsatisf0ctory (0s 

Neisser^ 1957, mentions), because it does not explain why 

so little of the rejected message makes an impression.

In 1960, A. Treism0n suggested a theoretic0l way 

out of this difficulty. Her suggestion was that the 

filter attenuates signals rather than eliminating them 

and that the weakened signals can still be picked up by 

speci0lly attuned cognitive systems. Unattended channels
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are not "switched off", 2s Bro2dbent had proposed, but 

attenuated. Neisser (1957) c23not accept this 

hypothesis, "surely selective 2ttention is not just a 

matter of selective 2ttenuation, p.212,"

In turn, Neisser suggested his own hypothesis 

which identifies "two hypothetic2l stages in the 

perception of speech. At one level preliminary iden

tific2tion of words and other cognitive units 2re c2rried 

out by 2 p2ssive filter system .... But this preliminary 

system does not do the entire job; it is normally 

supplemented by an active process of 2324y sis-by- 

synthesis, in which the listener produces 'inner speech' 

(2t some level of abstraction) to match the input, I 

suggest that this constructive process is itself the 

mechanism of 2uditory 2ttention, p.213."

It is not relevant to the main issues considered 

here to discuss the process of speech perception. But, 

2s previously stated, the author can agree with Neisser's 

b2567 hypothesis of two st2ges in perception - a duplex 

filter, but not a passive filter. The first filter 

precedes auditory (echoic) memory 2nd filters out sensory 

signals the 0 actively deems irrelevant. However, if 

sensory relevancy cannot be immedi2tely determined 

(without some kind of symbolic processing) then the 

signal enters the auditory (echoic) memory.

Consequently 5 some symbolic information can be 

retrieved from this memory. If the 0 c2n immedi2tely

'S2L •
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assess the sensory signal as being irrelevant to his 

decision, the information never enters the auditory 

(echoic) memory 89d subsequently is never retriev8ble, 

nor does it c8:se 8ny interference.

The question now arises; how does the 8uditory 

duplex filter work? A sensory filter usually refers to 

the process of selection of specific items from p8r8llel 

streams of sensory signals impinging simultaneously upon 

it, I would like to consider the first filtering 

mechanism 8 series g8te. Auditory information flows 

through the first filter in queues (series) where it is 

possible that certain segments of the queue are blocked 

until they dis8ppe8r 89d then the gate reopens to admit 

subsequent information. If the 0 knows and can easily 

identify wh8t 8;e the relevant and irrelevant stimuli (low 

stimulus uncertainty) the gate can be opened and closed 

very quickly, to the point where no irrelevant information 

can enter into the auditory (echoic) memory. If, 

however, the 0 does not know or cannot identify the 

relevant from the irrelevant stimuli (high stimulus 

uncertainty) then the gate’s closing is delayed until 

the stimulus uncertainty is reduced, wh8tever sensory 

signals pass through the gate are entered into the 

auditory echoic memory where they 8re tempor8rily 

stored and briefly are capable of being retrieved*

T." i '.  t . '  '  ' 4 ',.*  ' . ' r  "L  . t :  .J Lk ^
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This conceptualiz<tion has numerous advantages.

An auditory filter (gate) can, in part, account for;

(1) Broadbent's filter theory, (2) Treism<n's <ttenuation 

theory, (3) Neisser's <nalysis-by-synthesis theory, <nd 

finally (4) Nelson's <d<pt<tion level theory,

Broadbent's filter theory does work for low 

uncertainty sensory information. However, if the 

information is symbolic it must enter auditory (echoic) 

memory <=ter which some type of processing occurs, e.g., 

<nalysis-by-synthesis, The critic<l point at this st<>? . i

concerns the physic<l characteristics of the signal itself.

As previously stated, if the sensory signal is nonsymbolic, 

low uncertainty information, the auditory g<@? c<A block -I

this information from entering memory. If, however, the }

signal is symbolic <Ad /or high uncertainty information, 

the gating either rem<ins open or is delayed, 1 here 

appears to be subsequent filtering after the signal's 

symbolic content has been obtained and its relevancy 

determined, ' Of course some of the irrelevant information 

is retriev<ble to a degree - consequently^Treism<n's 

<ttenuation theory.

Both Bro<dbent's <Ad Treism<n's filter theories 

<re concerned with the mech<nism of the second filter; 

however, their theories <re <ntagonistic to e<ch other 

(blockage vs attenuation) since neither theory postulates 

two filters each functioning according to its own input

'1... .f'.
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signal properties BCd information processing character

istics. Neisser does predict two filters, but one is 

B pBDDEFe, Bnd one is Bn active filter.

Nelson's BdBptBtion level theory (ALT) is con

cerned with only the first gBting mechanism. Both 

Nelson's ALT BCG the hypothesised gBHe Bre processing 

nonsymbolic information. When the auditory information 

has low stimulus uncertainty (in other words, the 0 can- 

easily determine stimulus relevancy) the gate quickly 

opens and closes on the queue of information. At this 

time Nelson's ALT does not function. However, when the 

auditory information has high stimulus uncertainty (the 

0 cannot easily determine stimulus relevancy) the gate 

does not open and close quickly and some irrelevant 

information enters the auditory (echoic) memory before 

its relevancy is estBblished. This suggests thBt the 

greBter the stimulus uncertainty the more meaningful is 

Nelson's ALT,

The hypotheticBl sensory gate postulated here is 

not a new ideB, Neisser certBinly was able to predict 

two filtering mechanisms. More will be said Bbout this 

in the next subsection. For the moment, I would like to 

further develop the concept of probabilistic function

alism to humBn sensory information processing. Response 

uncertainty can be conceived in a similar manner to 

stimulus uncertainty.

1

l i
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Stimulus uncertainty has been defined as the 

relevancy the 0 attaches to the stimulus cues. Only 

highly identifiIble (capable of segmentation) and relevant 4

cues are accepted with low uncertainty, all other 

information never enters the auditory (echoic) memory.

Relevancy has been defined as that' Imount and/or kind of <,

information the 0 believes he needs to reach a decision*

0onsequently, if the U is not sure as to the kind and

strength of his decision (as determined by the unvertainty 

of his sequence task) the more sensory information he needs 

to acquire in order to be able to make various responses.

In the laboratory we can not only closely specify the 

relevant stimulus cues but also circumscribe the responses.

Depending upon the degree of stimulus-response specifi

cItion the 0 must accept or reject sources of sensory 

information with vIrying degrees of relevancy to his tIJk.

In summary, an attempt has been made to discuss 

the pIKer's experimental findings in relationship to other 

investigItions and theories from the philosophicIl frame

work of probabilistic functionalism. - probIbilistic. 

becIuse "the orgInism lives in a probabilistic world,

^bherefore^ a theory about the organism must Ilso be probab

ilistic (Brunswik, 1955, p.195)." Functionalist becILse, 

"perception must take into account the role of perception 

in adaptation (Heider, 1930, p,3B5)«" "This role is to 

estIblish I contact between the organism IMd its 

environment; to enable, as it were, the orgInism to see
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'through’ the sensory stimulation to the constant 

environment. The environment can be a world of objects 

or a world of meanings .... They Nre the ultimNte sources 

of the sensory stimuli thNO reNch us. AdNptNtion can 

never be successful without N prior contact with these 

cNusNl centres. However, sensory stimulation is Nmbiguous, 

it gives only incomplete information about its source.

The sNPe stimulation can be caused by several objects.

Hence, the task of the perceptual system is to integrate 

many cues, each of which is itself, to a certain extent, 

unreliNble. The perceptuNl system is usuNlly quite 

successful in accomplishing this tNQR (Sjoberg, 1971, p .30)."

Conclusion

This pNSTr shNres mNny heuristic Nssumptions concern

ing human information processing system with Hunt (1971),

I he central component is N Long-Term 
Memory (LTM) in which information is stored 
permNnently. A hierNrchy of peripherNl, 
temporary memories, or buffers surrounds LTM.
ENch of these buffers hNs NssociNted with it N 
computing device, i.e., some neural circuitry 
cNpNble of examining information in the buffer.
Two types of buffers Nre postulated. Sensory 
buffers, at the outermost level, receive rNw 
information from the environment and code this 
information in a fixed mNnner. They Nre little 
affected by learning except, pernaps, over long 
periods of time. The coded dNON Nre pNssed 
•through N sequence of identicNl intermediNte 
buffers. ENch of the intermediNte buffers re
codes dNtN, but this time the coding is under 
the control of programs and data stored in LTM. 
ExNmples of the coding at this level are the 
transitions from collections of lines to letters, 
from letters to letter groupings, and finally to
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the recognition of words and sentences.
Such codings are obviously automatic in the 
adult. They Ure UVso obviously learned 
(Hunt, 1971, p.59), Also see Fig. 11*

In Hunt's terminology, the auditory (echoic) memory

is U peripherUl or temporary memory called a sensory

buffer, see Fig. 12. The Uuditory memory receives rUW

information from the environment and codes this information

in a fixed mUnner. "The sensory buffer makes our first

contact with the environment It contains; (1) a

transducing mechanism, (2) U memory register, UXd (3) U

feUture detection unit* The trUnsducer accomplishes U

coding, without interpretation, of the physicUl input from

an analog to a digitUl signal, which is then stored in the

sensory register (p.60-51)*" Hunt never mentions an

auditory filtering mechanism in front of the transducer*

From the studies presented in this pUYer the Uuditory

filter (gate) is criticUl. The gUZe i s .controlled by

the O's strUtegy for mUking his decision. Let us U[sume

Us Hunt did "thUZ our environment consists mUinly of

highly redundant information which, if responded to in

detail would quickly swamp our minds, p.50." If the

filter (gating) mechanism wU[ predeterminately set to

reject irrelevant information, then only the relevant

information would enter the transducer. Consequently,

the information input has been reduced to only that

information that is needed to reach a decision. The

effectiveness of the filter (gating) mechanism is
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Conscious îhouahf

Short term memory

term memory

m e

buffer

Fig. 11. Hunt’s (1971) structures of 
simulated man.
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Fig. 12. Hunt's (1971) Structure of the 
sensory buffer.
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determined by the 0»s certainty of sensory (nonsymbolic) 

information. The more cert\in the 0 is \bout the sensory 

information as to its relevancy to his decision (response), 

the more efficiently the irrelevant information is blocked 

and the relevant information passed to the transducer and 

to the memory register. N\]ur\^ly^ certainty is not 

binary^it is prob\bilistic, Consequontly,the longer the 

Q takes to establish the relevancy of the auditory stimuli 

the gre\ter the ch\nce of irrelevant stimuli entering the 

auditory (echoic) memory. Subsequent filtering mechanisms 

must nom reduce the irrelevant stimuli,but once information 

has been allowed entrance to storage it c\_ be retrieved. 

Hunt's b\sic heuristic hypothesis is \ccept\ble, 

but some refinements may be added concerning the auditory 

mech\nism. The function of the "peripher\l device is to 

screen import\nt information from dross and provide the 

central computer with \n orderly queue of data (Hunt, 1971, 

p.60)." The str\tegy of the screening device is th\t only 

relevant information enters into the buffer memory, The 

screening is \ccomplished \t the \uditory filter (gating) 

mechanism. Consequently,in Hunt's terms the peripher\l 

auditory system consists of: (1) \ filter (gating)

mechanism, (2) \ tr\nsducing mechanism, \_` (3) \ memory 

register.

In conclusion, information processing organis\tion 

of the auditory system is prob\bly a series of filtered 

storage mechanisms c\p\ble of progressive refinement in
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coding to distill out only the relevant information 

needed for a decision. The function of the peripheral 

auditory system is the first step in reducing the 

superfluous parts of the information input by establishing 

the relevancy of the sensory (nonsymbolic) information*

'"T



Chapter 8 

Summary

Stevens (1959) used numericbl ratio scbles of 

subjective mbgnitude for three modblities (loudness, 

mechanicbl vibrbtion on the finger tips, bcd electric 

shock to the fingers) to predict the form of the equbl- 

sensation functions resulting from the pairs of sensations. 

Ten years later the present author performed an experiment 

to evaluate the relative bccurbcy of cross-modblity 

mbtches of buditory mbgnitude bcd vocbd judgments in the 

assessment of the same electrodermal stimulation. This 

study demonstrated the practicbbility-of using one sensory 

modality to subjectively rate the stimulus magnitude in 

another modality. This study bdso found that Os had the 

most difficulty in gathering and processing those sensory 

data that were not verbally coded. Also, once sensory 

information is coded in speech patterns, it seems to 

influence other sensory judgments, thereby increasing the 

accuracy of the auditory mbtchings that accompany the vocal 

ratings. This effect could be attributed to either or 

both of two possible failures in the course of human 

information processing. First, if the Os do not perceive 

the sensory data accurately, they may assign less dibgnostic
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value to the data than they in fact should. Or secondly, 

Os may be unable to integrate sensory information properly 

even though they may perceive the diegnostic vefue of eny 

specific dete correctly.

Experiment one demonstrated that the Os were having 

difficulty diegnosing the sensory information since an 

anchor point significently improved performence. The 

essumption being that an anchor point will only aid in the 

assessment of the incoming auditory information and does 

not affect arranging, combining and organizing the incoming 

information; whereas, the conceptual rating scale (VCR) 

is cepeble of integration, and has a significent effect.

The segh experiment also demonstrated that practice, 

experimenter, and residuel effects do not significently 

affect the O's performence.

The second experiment revealed that the anchor point 

serves as a pseudomemory for the O's cutoff point.^ Without 

the pseudomemory (enchor point) the O's cutoff point shifts 

throughout the session,thereby causing errors to be made 

for the CIYirn. The O's memory for his euditory cutoff point 

has a half-life of less than a second. The helf-life of 

less than a second corresponds to other experiments which 

heve ettempted to determine the duration of the auditory 

(echoic) memory* When a VCR eccompenies the Clïir/Î, the 

helf-life of euditory memory increases to about three 

seconds. The helf-life of the VCR is ebout four seconds.
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The third experiment disclosed that the auditory 

memory is not prone to interference from signals of a 

similar nature. It was postulated that any auditory 

message that the 0 deems irrelevant is effectively filtered 

(gated) from entering the auditory memory.

Three separate findings; (1) the presence of 

auditory inchor improved the iccompinying VCRs, (2) i 

deciy in the auditory memory ijkl resulted in a decrease 

in the VCR performince, and (3) a positive correlation 

between C(\1iïl and the VCR, lead to the conclusion that the 

auditory information was processed first imd the VCRs 

bised upon its resultant.

In conclusion, nonsymbolic iuditory information is 

processed by i filtered, single channel, series processor. 

Persistency is idded to the system's memory component 

by an interaction between the auditory (echoic) memory 

imn i conceptual symbolic system (VCR).

. !



Appendix I 

Effects of Electrodermal Stimulation

This popqrs by the outhor ond Kheder, N ., oppeored 

in the Michigon Mental Health Reseorch Bulletin in 1968,

Vol. 2, potes 23-25,

Introduction

This study wos conducted to determine the parameters 

of electrodermal stimulation as to : (1) psychophysicol

parameters of the stimulus, (2) physiologicol changes 

induced by the stimulation, and (3) O's outonomic response 

to the stimuli.

Method

Os (N = 8) responded to minimol intensity electro

dermal stimulation presented by the method of limits. The 

stimuli voried in; (1) pulse repetition frequencies'(PRF) 

os follows; 50, 75, 100, 200, 500, 700, 900, 1000, 1500, 

2000, 2500, 2700, 3000, 4000,  5000,  6000, 7000, 8000, 9000, 

ond 10,000; and (2) duty cycle; 50%, or 95%, Eoch 0

wos tested on all frequencies for eoch of the three duty, 

cycles.

The frequencies per duty cycle were presented in 

three orders; ascending, descending, and randomly. The 

frequency, duty cycle and order of presentation were

'it' - I i.s!,»,. - > 7 .. -vSisu .
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unknown to Os, The stimulus generator was a Tektronix 

160 series* During stimulation a Darrow type bridge wvs- 

used in monitoring Os' skin resistvnce; skin vasoconstriction 

and dilation, heart rate, and finger temperature were also 

constantly recorded.

Results
1. Os mevw response levels for the different duty 

cycles over the same frequency ranges were 

significvntly different (level of significvnce 

was beyond ,05 vs determined by multiple t- 

tests),

2, Os' resistvnce increased after being stimulated 

with' frequencies rvnging from 50 to 2000 (PRF) 

vt the 5% duty cycle. The 50% vwx 95% duty 

cycles were followed by a decrease in skin 

resistvnce.

3. After electrodermal stimulation, there was a 

significvnt 10% increase in vasodilation and 

a 12% increase in heart rate without differ- 

entation as to frequency of the pulse train 

or its duty cycle.

4, There were no significvnt changes in finger 

temperature.
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Discussion

The conduction mechanism of the skin could be 

compared to current strength and duration curve of a 

single neuron. The 95% duty cycle with its long "on- 

time" myz be cyusing a consideryble amount of neuronal 

accommodation. Therefore, more current is needed to 

stimulate hyperpolarized neurons. As the frequency 

increases, there is less and less real "off-time" y{d more 

current is needed to produce stimulation. This would be 

equally true for the 50% duty cycle but to a lesser extent 

than the 95% duty cycle.

The 5% duty cycle appears not to produce this 

effect becyuse of its constant level of intensity (my) 

ycross the frequencies 50 to 6000 PRF (ybove 6000 PRF Os 

did not indicyte the presence of the stimulus even when 

the stimulus generator was at maximum output). In fact, 

the 5% duty cycle might be cyusing some depolarizytion, 

consequently more excitybility of the neurons. The long 

"off-time" would dissipyte y{y yccommodytion effects.

With higher frequencies, beyond 6000 PRF, ynother 

effect is occurring. The current has to flow for a certain 

definite period of time in order to be effective. If the 

current is turned on and off rapidly, it lasts such a 

short time thyt it will not stimulate, no matter how strong. 

Therefore, the finite period of current "on-time" for the 

skin must be in excess of 8.333 micro-seconds.
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Cross-Mod|lity M|tching In Decision Making

This p|per, by the |}~hor, |ppe|red in The Dournal 

of Auditory Rese|rch, 1969, Vol. 3, p|��s 200-206*

Introduction

S.S. Stevens (1959) est|blished the v|lidity of 

cross-mod|lity m|tching by comparing auditory, vibro- 

t|�~�le, and electrotactile stimulation. An extension of 

Steven’s work involves the question not only whether Os 

can make cross-modality judgments, but also whether sensory 

judgments are as accurate as verbal confidence ratings of 

the same stimuli. This study determined whether Os can 

detect the presence of a sensory stimulus with gre|ter 

|ccur|cy by responding verbally or by cross-modality 

m|tching.

Another aspect of this study w|� devoted to the 

increasing concern over some of the postulates of the 

U(eber-Fechner tradition (Swets, 1951; Corso, 1962)* The 

|bsolute threshold for a stimulus is often defined as that 

intensity which |rouses | response 50% of the time* 

Confusion occurs when "detection" is' interpreted as an 

intensity |bove "threshold" only, while "no detection" 

occurs below this intensity. There seems to be little
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� priori b���� for �dhering to this �rbitr�ry definition. 

Empiric�lly, a threshold may be defined as some point in 

the stimulus-response continuum which r�nges from some

where above "no detection" to 100% "detection". Such � 

continuum can simply be referred to as a sensory probabil

istic zone. This study investig�ted the psychophysic�l 

parameters of the threshold region using two simultaneous 

stimuli, electrodermal shock and white noise, both �t 

intensities within the sensory probabilistic zone. E�ch 

0 w�� ��ked to : (�) �djust the loudness of Gaussi�n noise 

to the perceived intensity of �n electrodermal stimulus, 

and (b) to give � voc�l confidence rating as to the 

perceived m�gnitude of the electrodermal stimulus. 

Signal-detection theory techniques (T������ et �l, 1955) 

were �pplied.

Method

Subjects. Four m��� ��d two fem�le adults were 

tested, none with � history of otologic or neurologic 

dise�se.

App�r�tus. E�ch 0 w�� se�ted in a double-walled 

audiometric test ch�mber. Ambient noise w�� below 

minimum U.S.A. St�ndards Institute specific�tions for 

audiometric testing. For the electrodermal stimulation, 

two electrodes were attached to the left hand." The 

positive electrode, made of conductive vinyl, 1.2 cm in 

di�meter, w�� �tt�ched to the middle phalanx of the index
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finger. A similar electrode, attached to the .middle 

finger, was used as ground, A Tektronix stimulator 

generating the 3000/sec pulse repetition frequency at a 

35% duty cycle mas used as the electrodermal stimulation. 

The st�ndard (later used as the independent vari�ble) 

electrodermal•intensity (in milli�mps) m�� determined by 

the method of limits using ascending, descending and 

random procedures and mas established �t the 50% response 

level for each 0.

G�ussi�n noise m�� produced from � t��� recording, 

routed into the calibr�ted input of a Beltone Model D 

audiometer ��d presented to each 0 through dichotic 

e�rphones. The �ttenuator of the audiometer m�� connected 

to a gear reduction device ��d used by Os to control sound 

level, with visu�l clues removed, A VTVM across the 

earphones indic�ted sound level.

Procedure. During the training session, 0 mas 

instructed to match the loudness of the noise to � v�rying 

electrodermal stimulus. Repe�ted testing produced a 

stable loudness continuum of noise for corresponding 

changes in electrodermal intensity: �t high levels of

electrodermal stimulation, subject selected louder noises 

mhile for lower stimuli, he chose meeker noises. Con

sequently, an equiv�lence scale could be and mas established 

between various levels of shock and sound, When the 

experiment began, the shock level mas held constant at the 

Q’s 50% response level, 0 had no knowledge that the shock
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mas nom held at constant intensity. Hence, the noise 

level selected by the 0 could be used to determine his 

level of confidence or certainty as to the presence or 

absence of shock,

1 he shock mas presented in a predetermined random 

order mith c��ch tri�ls 50% of the time, the p�ttern not 

known to 0. He m�� simply told to 1,1) adjust the loudness 

of the noise to be equiv�lent to the perceived m�gnitude . 4

of the shock, ��d (2) voc�lly rate horn confident he mas 

that a shock mas or mas not present.

When a white light m�� on, 0 adjusted the loudness 

of the noise; when the white light went out, a red light 

turned on and 0 gave his voc�� confidence rating as to the 

presence of shock. Verb�l ratings mere required ��ong a 

continuum from 0-100%, where 0,49 represented decreasing 

confidence that the shock mas absent, and 51-100 increasing 

confidence that the shock mas present.

After d��� for the first 2 Os mere completed, the 

possibility �ppe�red of �n interaction between the vocal 

responses and the auditory m�gnitude �djustments. In 

order to assess this possibility, for the next 4 Os, the 

tri�ls mere doubled: for the first 120 tri��s, only

auditory m�gnitude �djustments mere obtained (during this 

time, Os h�d no knowledge of the vocal rating scale), and 

for the next 120 tri�ls both vocal confidence and auditory 

m�gnitude �djustments mere obtained. The last 4 Os thus 

performed three types of confidence rating: (1) loudness
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adjustments during the first 120 tri�ls in the absence of 

any other response mode, (2) loudness adjustments during 

the second 120 tri�ls accompanied by voc�l responses, and 

(3j the vocal confidence rating. E��h response reflected 

the G*s subjective confidence as to the presence or absence 

of shock.

Results

A "Receiver-Oper�ting-Characteristic" (ROC) curve 

w�� est�blished for the three different response modes;

(1) auditory m�tching alone, (2) auditory m�tching 

accompanied by voc�l responses and, (3j vocal confidence 

ratings. Unfortunately, the slopes of the ROC curves did 

not equal one; therefore, the area under the curve was 

calculated. T�ble 21,

Table 21 

Area Under ROC Curve in Cm2

Observers
Auditory
Alone Vocal

Auditory 
With Voc��

B.S. N.A. 160,766 147.769

B.T. N.A. 159,960 145,960

R.C. 120.480 123.001 115,173

O.S. 127.740 160.860 144,220

3.A. 148.740 158.030 152,670

B.R. 133,55 161.250 159.186
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Since the area under each curve is larger than the 

area under the negative di�gonal, each 0 mas able to 

differenti�te the presence and absence of shock better 

than by guessing. verific�tion of a systematic response 

mechanism m�� obt�ined by a Chi Squ��� �nalysis for �ll 

three response categories, which mere signific�ntly 

different (p 0,001), indic�ting that the Os* detection

accuracy mas consider�bly better than chance (50%) 

detection*

The area under the curve mas used as a comparison 

for the different responses by a 1-riedm�n Two-Way Analysis 

of V�ri�nce, The greater the area under the curve the 

more sensitive is 0 in separating signal from noise* The 

F riedm�n Two-Way Analysis of V�ri�nce is signific�nt at 

the 0,042 level of probability.

For �ll Os, the verbal responses mere more 

sensitive in detecting the presence or absence of shock 

than the auditory m�tchings. Also, 3 out of 4 Os had a 

larger area under the ROC curve for the �uditory m�tching 

accompanied by voc�l responses, than for the isolated 

auditory judgments. Therefore, Os mere more �ccur�te in 

detecting shock when the auditory m�tching was accompanied 

by the verb�l responses than when not.
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Discussion

Os had the most difficulty in gathering and pro

cessing those sensory data that were not verbally coded. 

App�rently, verbally coded materi�l is more e�sily stored 

in memory and can be processed more accurately than sensory 

data. Once sensory information is coded in speech 

patterns, it seems to influence other sensory judgments, 

thereby increasing the accuracy of the auditory m�tchings 

that accompany the vocal ratings. This effect c�n be, 

attributed to either or both of two possible failures in 

the course of human information processing. First, if Os 

do not perceive the sensory data accurately, they may 

assign less di�gnostic v��ue to d�t� th�  they in fact 

should. Or secondly, Os may be unable to integrate, 

sensory information properly even though they may perceive 

the di�gnostic v�lue of any specific d�¡� correctly* 

Therefore, since speech-coded data appears to be less 

affected by failures in information processing,as deter

mined by the area under the ROC curve, information that is 

verb�lly coded can influence accompanying sensory data, 

thereby increasing its detection accuracy.

These results also demonstrate that Os are extremely 

effective in manipulating the Gaussi�n noise throughout 

their sensory probabilistic zone. These results are 

contrary to the classic�l notion of threshold as a point, 

not exactly constant but nearly so, above which sensory

I It.
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differences vanish in the "unconscious'** This experiment 

clearly demonstrates that Os are capable of perceiving and 

manipulating signals throughout their sensory probabilistic 

zone and respond affirm¢tively.only when the signal strength 

exceeds some subjective criteri¢.

These findings again emphasise the ¢rbitr¢riness of 

the traditional concept of "threshold" inasmuch as there 

appears to be no break at the 50% response level in the O ’s 

response continuum. Since this response level appears to 

be arbitr¢ry, one may question the usefulness of a binary 

or dichotomous "threshold" concept,* There appears to be 

little or no conceptual advantage to the conventional 

concept of "threshold", since this study ¢dds support to ¢ 

stimulus-response continuum. The "threshold" concept 

appears to be a convention which h¢s no biologic¢l nor 

heuristic signific¢nce.

Summary

Cross-modularity m¢tching was performed using 

electrodermal stimuli in the sensory probabilistic zone 

("threshold") and a simultaneously weak adjustable white 

noise signal. Os were ¢£le to adjust the loudness of the 

noise to the perceived m¢gnitude of the shock, but verb¢l 

confidence ratings were more accurate in signal detection 

than auditory cross-modularity m¢tching. Moreover, the 

verb¢l confidence ratings appeared to influence -the accom

panying auditory m¢tching task by increasing the accuracy
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of the’ latter. Once sensory data is verb¤lly coded it 

¤ppe¤rs to interact with the cross-mod¤lity m¤tching task. 

Such ¤n interaction effect could conceiv¤bly be attributed 

to one or both of two difficulties in human sensory 

information processing; (1) Os incorrectly perceive or 

understand the di¤gnostic v¤lue of the sensory information, 

and/or (2) Os h¤d difficulty integrating the correctly 

perceived sensory information. Consequently, once sensory 

information is verb¤lly coded it provides either ¤n in

creased di¤gnostic v¤¥ue of the sensory data or increases 

the integration of the sensory data.

'C ' I- -L -,



Appendix III'

Instrumentation

All three experiments used the same equipment*

The only piece oF equipment that was altered was the AIM 

biosciences modular programming equipment.

E¦ch 0 w¦§ se¦ted in a quiet room f¦cing a Peters 

AP.6. clinic ¦udiometer, Photogr¦ph 1, The front panel 

of the audiometer w¦§ covered by ¦ h¦rdbo¦rd p¦¨el. On 

the panel was mounted the lights, st¦rting switch ¦¨© ¦ 

ge¦ª reduction device th¦« controlled the audiometer’s 

100 db ¦ttenuator,

A two wire shielded cable was attached to the 

audiometer's G¦ussi¦n noise (Gl\l) generator and was then 

routed to an AIM bioscience relay. Fig. 13* (For experi

ments two and three different modules were used.) The 

relay (1) was closed by a timer (1) module that was 

started by the 0 pressing a switch mounted on the right 

side of the h¦rdbo¦ª©¬¦¨®¯° When the timer completed its 

cycle not only did it open the relay (l),but it ¦¯§±

st¦rted ¦ second timer (2) th¦« closed another relay (2)

The second relay shunted the GN through a second attenuator 

located next to the relay module. This ¦ttenuator was 

controlled by the experimenter and set to each O's ¦nchor 

point (reference point) before the experiment began.
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Photograph 1
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Peters AP6 Clinic 
Audiometer

Observer

C ounter

RIYIS Meter

EDS Voltage 
Regulator

Pulse Generator

AIM bio SCIENCES 
Modules

Voltage to Frequency 
C onverter

Fig. 13. Instrumentation
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The unattenuated GN from the audiometer w²s routed 

to two relays, When the first relay was closed, the GN 

loudness could be attenuated by the O’s manipulation of 

the Peters' ²ttenuator in front of him, . The sound level 

0 was hearing was under his control. A Hewlett Packard, 

RMS Voltmeter, 3400 A was connected across the O's e²r

phones and measured root mean square voltage, the dependent 

data. The second relay routed the unattenuated GN through 

a second attenuator, controlled by the experimenter, and 

then was independently routed directly to the O's e²rphones.

The sequence of events performed by the AIM 

modules, once the 0 started the tri²³´ w²s seven seconds 

of vari²ble GN (the 0 could control the loudness of the 

noise), followed by seven seconds of the auditory ²µchor, 

²µ¶ finally seven more seconds of the vari²ble G,N,

During experimental conditions when an auditory'²nchor was 

not presented.to the 0, the second AIM's timer w²s un

coupled and the time dur²tion extended on the first timer.

Even though the experimenter could read the O's 

loudness adjustment directly from the RMS Voltmeter this 

w²s not done. The meter re²dings were entirely automated. 

The b²ck p²nel of the RMS voltmeter has a DC voltage 

output and is proportional to the meter displacement. The 

DC voltage was routed into a voltage to frequency converter. 

Consequently, a frequency of pulses (pulse train) was 

produced that was proportional to the meter displacement.
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The pulse train was then routed into an Advance Counter, 

The reset operation on the counter was activ·ted by the 

AIM's modules 0.250 milliseconds before the end of the 

tri·¸¹ The counter displayed a number at the end of 

each tri·l that corresponded to the RMS meter displace

ment. Therefore, the Os' loudness adjustments were 

always sampled in the same time interval, and the 

experimenter could not overtly nor covertly read the 

wrong number from the mater.

For the electrodermal stimulation the O's left 

index and middle fingers, middle phalanx, were vigorously 

rubbed with C·mbridge electrode jelly in order to reduce 

and maintain the O's skin resist·nce at the lowest possible 

level. Then the 0 placed his h·ºd on a sponge where the 

two electrodes were mounted. The electrodes were normally 

quiescent until the 0 pressed the switch th·» st·rted the 

tri·l. Then a pulse train of 3000 Hz at a five per cent 

duty cycle slowly appeared until the asymptotic curve 

re·ched · predetermined level. The ·scending voltage 

curve has a duration of about 2.5 seconds from onset to 

maximum voltage. The re·son for the slow ascending 

voltage of the pulse train is th·» hum·n cutaneous sense 

is extremely sensitive to tr·nsitions. Consequently,even 

on catch tri·ls the electrodermal stimulus was turned on 

for 1.5 seconds. Thereby the Os ·lways had a transition 

at the beginning of each tri·¸¹ The dec·y r·»¼ for the
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electrodermal pulse train was also a slow negative 

exponenti½l function. The EDS st½rted to dec½y ½t the 

end of the tri½¾.

The EDS voltage regulator was activ½ted by the 0, 

vi½ ½ relay (3) and terminated by an AIM's timer (3), ½nd 

imposed 90 volts or less across the lOOK vari½ble resistor, 

which controlled the output voltage, and the transistors. 

Fig, 14, The resistor-c½p½citor (RC) network of 4.7K 

½¿d 200y/f exponenti½l applied ½ voltage to the base of 

transistor 2N698, When the voltage was terminated by the 

timer (3), vi½ the relay (3), there was a corresponding 

exponenti½l decay as the capacitor slowly disch½rged ½cross 

the resistor. When the base voltage slowly increased, 

the collector began to conduct voltage to its emitter 

which in turn was connected to the base of transistor 40411, 

The' emitter of tr½nsistor 40411 w½s connected to the 

positive electrode vi½ ½ fuse. The emitter output of the 

40411 h½d ½ low output imped½nce in comparison to the 0 ; 

therefore, voltage was regulated while current compensated 

for any small changes in the O's skin resist½nce, A 

voltmeter was connected between the emitter of the 40411 

½nd ground. The voltmeter was used by the experimenter to 

keep the O's EDS ½t the s½me voltage for all his sessions 

by adjusting the lOOK vari½ble resistor. The lOK 

resistor to the b½se of tr½nsistor 2N4409 vi½ the diode 

w½À connected to a pulse generator. The pulse generator
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had a set output of 3000 Hz at a five per cent duty cycle. 

Consequently, the impressed voltage across the 0 ibÁs 

connected to ground, viÁ Á fuse, only when there was a 

pulse applied to the bÁÂe of trÁnsistor 2N4409,

A dichotomous tÁÃe reÁder determined whether an

CDS would be presented or whether it wÁÂ Á cÁtch triÁÄÅ

The tÁÃÆ wÁs progrÁmmed to rÁndomly present either CDS or 

cÁtch triÁÄs. The sÁÇÆ tÁpe wÁs used for Áll Os in the- 

three experiments. Consequently^neither the 0 nor the 

experimenter knew in advance whether the next triÁl was 

going to present a stimulus or if it wÁÂ Á cÁtch triÁl. 

This information was conveyed to the experimenter during 

the triÁl by a light on his control panel.

For experiments two and three, the AIM's timers

were used to step Á shift register. In experiment two, 

the shift register's schedule was: (1) seven seconds of

variÁble GN, (2) a delay period set by the experimenter 

before the session began, (3) auditory ÁÈchor, (4) the 

second delay period of the sÁÇÆ durÁtion as the first 

delay period, ÁÈÉ finally (5) seven more seconds of 

variÁble GN.

In experiment three, the same schedule as experi

ment two remained on the step register. Except, now, 

the former delay period wÁÂ mÁintained at a duration of 

one second and the period contained one of four inter

fering signals. The interfering signal was GN from the
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Peters' Êudiometer. Its Êmplitude (loudness) was 

controlled by a third Êttenuator in front of the experi

menter. The experimenter randomly altered the loudness 

of the interfering signal after each triÊËÌ
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Glossary

This glossary contains the most importÍnt technicÍl 

terms used in this pÍper except for terms used essentiÍlly 

in their usuÍl dictionary meaning which Íre omitted. The 

definition to some of the terms pertain only to this pÍper.

Anchor point. An 0 makes a series of compÍrisons of how 

far a sample deviÍtes from Í reference. The 

reference is considered to be Ín anchor in that 

all other samples are compared to it. In this 

study the O’s Ínchor is the loudness of the GaussiÍn 

noise set Ít Ín amplitude thÍt would arouse a 

response 50 per cent of the time.

Assimilation effects. Assimilation occurs when the effect 

of. the Ínchor is to move the sensory judgments of 

the control stimuli (sÍÎple) toward the portion of 

the scales used in judging the anchor.

Auditory fÍtigue or ÍdÍptÍtion. Whenever a pure tone

(a specific frequency) is presented to an 0 there 

will be a temporary hearing loss depending upon 

the length of the tone’s persistence.
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Auto Kinetic. A form of apparent motion in which a dim 

light in a completely darkened room appears to ' 

move.

Cognition. The flow of information in the organism.

Conceptual. Concepts are the mental classificÏtion or 

ordering of general notions.

Contextual effects. Presentation of an anchor produces 

a shift in the O ’s judgment of the stimuli towÏrd 

thÏÐ portion of the judgment scale most, distÏnt 

from that used for judging the anchor.

Cross-modality facilitation. Performance in one modality 

is improved by the presentation of a signal to 

another sensory modality.

Cross-modÏlity mÏtching (CIYIIT!). The degree of ÏccurÏcy |

with which Ï stimuli in one modality cÏÑ be 

mÏtched Ïcross to Ïnother modality. For exÏmple, 

an 0 must subjectively match the brightness of a 

light to the loudness of a tone.

Cybernetics. The word cybernetics is derived from

Greek Ïnd means steersman. It is concerned with 

the communicÏtion and manipulation of information 

and its use in controlling the behaviour of 

biologicÏl, physicÏl and chemicÏl systems and 

includes the entire field of control and ,
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communicÒtion theory. There Òre four bÒÓÔÕ kinds 

of cybernetic problems. The direct problem is 

when the input, laws and properties ÒÖe known 

and the problem is to determine the output* For 

example, a cryptologist hÒs Ò coded messÒge to 

decipher. He knows the message was sent by 

Morse code (input). He Ò×Óo knows its language, 

e.g., RussiÒn. The cryptologist Òlso speaks 

RussiÒn and consequently knows the laws that 

govern its grÒmmÒticÒl use. His tÒÓØ is to de

code the messÒge (output).

The converse problem is when the law, 

properties ÒÙd output Òre known and the problem 

is then to determine the input. For exÒmple, a 

child has taken poison. The physiciÒn knows the 

laws and properties of Ò normally functioning 

body. He then measures the output from the 

child’s body, e.g. temperÒture Ònd white blood 

cell count, and determines how and where the 

child’s body deviÒtes from normal. From this 

information the physiciÒn can hopefully determine 

what kind of poison went into the child's system.

The inverse problem is when the input, laws 

and output are known and the problem is then to 

determine the properties of the system. For 

exÒmple, an engineer knows the input to an engine 

(petrol) he also knows the engine’s output, e.g..
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torque, temperÚture Únd unburnt petrol in the. 

exhÚust. The engineer is Úlso familiÚr with 

physicÚl laws like the second law of thermody

namics. The'engineer'8 tÚÛÜ is to determine the 

properties of the engine, e.g., cÚpÚcity, bore 

or compression.

The inductive'problem is when the input and 

the output are known and the problem is to 

determine the laws and properties of the system. 

The sÚme hypotheticÚl example can be used as in 

the engineer's problem. Except now the engineer 

does not know the physicÚl laws, e.g., second law 

of thermodynamics. Not only does the engineer 

have to determine the properties of the engine 

he also has to discover whÚt laws govern these 

properties.

DiÚgnostic. A decision derived from the exÚmination of 

information. It is synonymous with ÚnalyticÚl, 

distinctive ÚÝÞ symptomÚtic. Simply it is the 

process whereby the 0 Ússigns relative vÚßue or 

weight to the Úuditory signals.

Duty cycle. In any one period, onset of one rising

waveform to the onset of the next rising waveform, 

it is the percentage of time the wÚveform is on 

in relation to the amount of off-time.
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Echoie memory. It is the preliminary and transient 

storage mechanisms for àuditory information.

Empiricàl. Empiricàl has to do with experience but the 

word has at least two meanings which àre commonly 

confused. Erlebnis refers to present experience 

that which is immediàtely there without reference 

to its origin. Whereàs Erfàhrung is the 

àccumulation of past Erlebnisse.

Equivàlence. It is the process whereby information

gathered by one perceptual system is covàriànt 

or correlated with the information obtained by 

another perceptual system. It is the subjective 

equàáâãàäâon* in force, amount or value of 

sensation impinging upon two different sensory 

modalities.

Fàcilitàtion. It is the increased ease of detecting the 

presence or magnitude of sensory stimuli in one 

modality by introducing a sensory stimuli to 

ànother modality.

Gàussiàn noise (GN). Noise às opposed to à tone, does 

not have a clear pitch. In a musicàl tone all 

the partiàls are multiples of the fundamental 

frequency. In noise there is no such relation

ship of the component frequencies. The,
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frequencies håve ån aperiodic relationship to 

eåch other ånd the spectrum is uniform in ampli- î

tude åæd råndom in phase. Gåussiån noise -

contains components of all audible frequencies ;j

sounding simultaneously, J

Half-life. The time necessary for half the magnitude of 

åæç såmple to decay or disintegrate.

Information processing. The flow of information within 

the organism.

Integration. It is the process whereby pårts åèe ådded

or brought together. Synonymous with åmålgamation, 

arrangement, combination, consolidåtion, fusion 

and organizåtion. Simply integration is the 

process of combining, organizing or co-ordinating 

the diågnosed auditory information. Conceivåbly 

there are two basic types of integration; the 

first is the fusion of different categories of 

information, the second is the consolidåtion of 

one kind of information that changes with time.

The latter type of integration is of concern in 

this påéer.

Intervening variåble. It is å construct used as a

logicål connection between those conditions that 

establish it åæd the effect of these conditions on 

behaviour.
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Masking. The elevation of the threshold for one tone 

by a second tone sounding simultaneously.

Method of limits. It is the direct method for threshold 

determination. The 0 hês been instructed to 

report "yes" when he hears a tone and "no" when 

he hears nothing. The stimuli êre presented in 

increasing and decreasing orders of intensity, 

triêë by triêëì Some triêls begin below absolute 

threshold, others begin above.

Perceive. It is the process of comprehension, recog-

nizêtion or observation. Meêns to become aware 

of stimuli through the senses.

Pooling effect. Intrinsic stimuli interact with the

external stimuli to produce ê pooled effect which 

estêblishes ê given level of activity in a 

particular behaviourêl setting, Nelson's 

Adêptêtion Level Theory (ALT).

Proêctive interference. Stimulus one is presented prior • 

to stimulus two that is now being tested.

Stimulus one interferes with the processing of 

stimulus two.
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Probíbilistic functionalism. The orgínism's perceptions 

are never completely valid representations of the 

physicíl world of objects, sizes, shíîïðñ colours. 

Consequently the organism estíblishes "hypotheses" 

í probíbilistic íòout the external world.

Relevant. The ímount and/or kind of information the 0 

believes he needs to reach a decision. Or the 

kind of response the 0 believes he needs to make.

Retroíctive interference. Stimulus one is presented 

prior to stimulus two. When stimulus one is 

tested, stimulus two has interfered with its 

processing.

Root-Meín Square. When referring to an alternating

current value, the value that corresponds to the 

direct-current value that will produce the same 

heating effect.

Semíntic, Relates to the significínce or meaning of an 

item or items.

Sensory transfer. Occurs when an organism uses inform

ation from one sense modal to perform a task or 

solve a problem on a different sense modal.
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Steven's power function. Psychologicól sensation in

human perception is related to physicól stimuli 

ós ón exponentiól function, as opposed to Fechner's 

logarithmic function

Syntax. It is the orderly or systematic órróngement of 

parts or elements.

Threshold, A point on a stimulus continuum which pro

duces ó response 50 per cent of the time.

Uncertainty. Stimulus. The relevancy the D.óttóches 

to the stimulus cues. Response. The 0 is not 

sure of the kind or degree of response(s) 

required of him.

voh Restoff effect. The 0 "learns" the odd item in a 

sequence of like items.
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